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0 new zealand craft arts at their best
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ACC@ZLADES~
master works represents more than half of the artists in this yeark including: ackm@ wfledgfi’mg zfizze @xcceZZZZcez/zzcce (0f New Zewflamdz Cflllflf
ALAN BROWN MICHAEL O'BRIEN directors: ANN PORTER and SARA SADD '
CHRISTINE BOSWIJK PETER OXBOROUGH.
JOHN CRAWFORD JOHN PARKER 8 york street, pamell, auckland
JOHN EDGAR RICHARD PARKER hours: 10 — 5 week days
STEVE FULLMER ANN ROBINSON 10 - 4 saturdayCHRISTINE HAFERMALZ-WHEELER RICK RUDD h . 4MERILYN WISEMAN p one. 09 309 58 3, fax 09 358 4288

dealers in. PHOTOGRAPHY 0 HOWARD S WILLIAMS
apphed art P 0 BOX 147 0 ALBANY 0 09 415 9817

OPEN SEVEN DAYS

Caryl McKirdy
48 Victoria St
Wellington NZ
PO Box 10796

Ph 04 472 7703

RAEWYN
ATKINSON
90 Mortimer Tce,

Brooklyn.
Wellington.

Ph ()4 384 8314 Sh
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R b h 5 C — I T' w kh 1 ' Diploma in Ceramic Art
Sgéxgifrggh S’r, M$\;l§i::i%,ll//Veellinglrorsmic\313 ‘ Otago POlyteChnlc SChOOI Of Art Diploma in Craft Design
Tel: 04 3847 277- Mon—Fri: 90m — 6pm 1 Private Bag 1910 Dunedin Ph (03) 4773014 Ceramic Certificate
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send for information to: the secretary, dept. of design, the waikato polytechnic, private bag hn 3036, hamilton 2020, or tel. 07/834 88752

Graphics

Media

{Video é}

Photography)

Visual-

Merchandising

Textiles

Ceramics

Jewellery

diploma in design

year one certificate

in visual arts

3 year diploma

Applications close

September 30

department of design

the waikato polytechnic

Te Kuratini o Waileato

The First CRAFT New Zealand Yearbook

__Wfl NO
ar'l'o; MAN IS

LAND
Extending The Boundaries Of Women And Art In Aoiearoa

Supported by the Ministry of Womens Affairs
and the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council

WOMEN’S sUF_FRAGE
WHAKA‘T'U WAHINE

1893-1993

Laings Rd Lower Huii Ph: 5706-500 Free Admission 365 Days

Art New Zealand
'{l‘mc‘Jim and Mary Barr, Wellington curators and art collectors are on if”? = ' Vi,my: . ‘

. . . ' P if" ; («Gthe cover of the latest editlon of Art New Zealand, our country s j: if a5n“
premier art magazine, covering all aspects of the Visual arts in I “if ‘
New Zealand, both contemporary and historical.

A complimentary copy of this issue (or any other available back
issue you specifiy) will be sent to you if you subscribe and
mention this advertisement.

Still only $35.00 for one year (four issues), or $65.00 for two years (eight issues)

‘ i

Send cheques or credit card details (Visa, Mastercard only) to: Art NEW ZCaland

P O Box 10-249 Auckland 3
Telephone & FAX (09) 6301 328
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INTRODUCING
LOW FIRING RED

FIRING RANGE 010600C - CONE 04
TO '113700 — CONE 01

UNDERGOES A COLOUR CHANGE
FROM ORANGE AT 10600C
TO DARK RED AT 1115°C

A MAGNIFICENT CLAY TO THROW SUITABLE FOR SMALLER AND LARGE PIECES
AS THIS CLAY IS FULLY VITRIFIED AT CONE 01 (11370C), FINISHED PIECES ARE

EXCEPTIONALLY STRONG
AVAILABLE FROM DISTRIBUTORS THROUGHOUT NEW ZEALAND

IF NOT AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR, PLEASE CONTACT

POTTERS CLAY (NELSON) LIMITED
- :j 42 QUARANTINE RD
; “my - STOKE
LN“? P O BOX 2096—' STOKE NELSON

PHONE 03 547 3397
FAX 03 547 5704

R’O YA L EAST ER SHOW
I“ ' CRAFT AI/VAR ‘S‘ ’Niki —”~_~ _. i “r
‘flY-‘i't‘ri-Uj‘” . I- \ .
E77,}?yv i N Z“Expo Centre, Auckland, April 2-1
gfiz'ki‘ ‘rr 1V Mir r i V (Logan Campbell Theatre)1’“ 7:717"? “fir: ff
figw‘milillfiaected high quality National Exhibitions of Textiles and
9;? *9: “45' k ‘ Plus working displays and demonstrations.

t

. x - .. . .
r»£."-_4_,.. .. _. in”; -»—~-—~~ * “

. _ , ‘ Hosted by:
“ : Auckland A&P Association,

Entry forms available to members of national textile guilds and the NZ Society of Potters from:
Judy Wilson, 32 Butley Drive, Pakuranga, Auckland. 09 5766 340
Lee Le Grice, 26 Deep Creek Rd, Torbay, Auckland. 09 4791582

Wales & MacKinlay Limited are offering a specialised
ex-stock service of textile piecegoods for garment and

fabric dyeing, in 100% pure cotton qualities & pure silks.
1;:I'I‘I‘Uig‘l‘ ‘ . ‘ “ ‘

A STAMP 0F APPROVAL

Each of the following Art and Design programmes has been accredited and approved by New Zealand
Qualifications Authority.

National Foundation Alt/Craft/Design 1 year
CHINA: - Lawns - Cambric - Homespun
- Light Weight Drill 0 Medium Weight Drill

- Heavy Weight Drill
HONG KONG: - Canvas ' White Denim

- C B Poplin - Drill - Homespun
- Mul-Mul - Fine Count Lawns

- Cambric

MALAYA:
° INDIA:

IMPORTANT:

cSilk, Silk Satin, Crepe De Chine's, Silk Crepe Georgette.

WRITE OR PHONE FOR SAMPLES AND QUOTATIONS

We are New Zealand's largest Silk Importers from China. Qualities
available ex-stock 89/91 cm and 112/114 cm Habotai, Silk Crepe Satin,
Douppioni Taffeta, Paj, Tussahs. Shandong Pongee, Silk Noils. Spun

Many of our qualities have been specially prepared ready for local
processing i.e. dyeing. printing, etc.

Also Stock Available —112/114cm
- India Dupion (55 colours) - Dupion Checks (Variety)

- Linen Look (50 Colours) - Heavy Jacket Weights

NOTE — All qualities offered are full width rolled on tubes. This eliminates creasing and
handling problems. All qualities have been tested for dye affinity using local plant.

l99~209 Great North Road, Auckland 2, New Zealand, PO. Box 5140,Telephone: 0-9-3763 047, Telex: NZ2595, Facsimile No.; 00-378 0650
Christchurch Agents: H.S. Crookbain 85 Son Ltd, 46 Coleridge Street, PO. Box 7015, Christchurch 1, New Zealand.Telephone: 0~3~663 551, Facsimile: 0—3-379 9575.

M WALES & MACKINLAY LTD TEXTILE AGENTS & DISTRIBUTORS

4 The First CRAFT New Zealand Yearbook

National Diploma Computer Graphic Design
Diploma Fashion and Textile Design
Diploma Fine Arts
Diploma Ceramic Design and Production
Diploma Glass Blowing and Production
Bachelor of Computer Graphic Design (1994)

3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
4 years

ENQUIRE NOW for a Quality Educational Experience

WANGANUI
EESUONAL

commumirv
POLYTECHNIC

KARETI A

For further information contact
Marketing & Liaison Manager or
Head of Art
Phone (06) 345 0997
Fax (06) 345 2263
Private Bag 3020, Wanganui
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THE POTTERS' VAULT co-OPERATIVE STUDY IN CHRISTCHURCH 1993
SQUARE EDGE COMMUNITY ARTS CENTRE, CHURCH STREET l ‘

PALMERSTON NORTH All

A. .///
V FOR ALL YOLIR“'31c DYEING

Quarterly Journal of the N Z Spinning, Weaving and Woo/crafts Society Inc.

C.
REQUIREMENTS

PROCION
Fibre reactive dyes for all natural fibres —

3 44 colours — direct from USA.
JACQUARD SILK DYES
Liquid, easy to use, set by steam or Dyeset
concentrate — 20 colours.
JACQUARD TEXTILE COLOURS
Easy to use paints that are absolutely __
colourfast — 56 colours including fluorescent,

2'. Starbright, Opaque. q
, CHEMICALS -~ '

for NZSWWS members) Complete range including marbling supplies.
0 $24 overseas (aIrmaIl). ‘ SILK & COTTON FABRICS
For further details ' ad' ELL/f, Large selection available by mail order.
vertising, subscriptions ‘ / HAND DYED PATCHWORK FABRICS
or submissions Percentage dyed fabrics — over 150 colours to
The Secretary, choose from.
p 0 BOX 25 Complete MAIL ORDER Service.
North Canterbury , Sendfor catalogue and colour clmrts

‘ TILLIA DYES & FABRICS

MEMBERS We have ' v ‘
' exciting

JUDI BRENNAN pots made Diploma in
by the pot- CRAFT DESIGN

BARRY DOYLE '- tersyou will Diploma in
meetin the VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN

C H R I S D U N N Shop- Certificate in
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Certificate in

Keeping woolcrafters in
touch with the happen-
ings all around the
country and overseas.
Available on subscrip-
tion
$20 in New Zealand ($18 PAM EDWARDS Come in and browse - touch

the pots — ask questions.
MAX FISCHER , We are proud to offer a sub- FOUNDATION STUDIES IN THE VISUAL ARTS
DIANA FRATER .‘Q’tant'a' rarige Of qlt‘i'l'ty work Phone 03 364 9043, or write to:In many dIfferent fIrIng tech-
SU E MON K niques and decorating styles. The Secretary, .

Enjoy the clearly set out diS- SChOOl Of A“ and DCSIEH
- - Christchurch POI technicIa S In our new aI sho . y

p y ry p P O Box 22 095, Christchurch

§Christchurch
"A GIFT FOR EVERY OCCASION"

Po i ytec h n icHOURS
Ph (09) 534-1368 Fax (09) 576-2513 w T. WM" Run-n9. o Ohm-hi

.. (B 358 2211 MON-THURS FRIDAY SATURDAYS ARTWN
‘ i, \\

\W‘M\: t ‘.' 10am - 5pm 10am - 8pm 9.30am - 2pm

\\ I f\ Rm; =

é) C°R'A°F°T
kg

CENTRE Wayby, turn left 500m off SH] 15km north of Warkworth,

THE NEZEQND SCUTHLAND 2 53:: $312:éfiigiillii 33.7lismonahua, 9-7 Friday,
if, .. 9—12 Saturda .

BLUE CROSS StlllS and ShOpS POL YTECHNIC Gallery-Ony-Ong
WOOD TURN|NG Open to the public Newlndustnal & Applled jifijyvgggggfj’yfmm “man“- Ph094267169'

AWARDS Buy directfrom the Artist Art Education Centre

IAN PHILLIPS

PAULINEWILLIAMS
PO. Box 82-194, Highland Park
AUCKLAND. Robyn Haycock '\\ ‘

The First CRAFI‘ New Zealand Yearbook
is supported by:

Warkworth Craft Gallery Co-operative
Cnr Baxter & Neville Sts, Warkworth. Open 7 days.

Main Rd, Albany, Auckland. Ph 09 415 9403. Open 7 days.
0 competency-based to meet your needs Artisan Centre,
- tailored to workplace demandsyTHE AOTEA CENTRE, AUCKLAND _ . includes: _ Photography . Broadway Plaza, Newmarket, Auckland. Ph 09 524 0465.

|0th - 28th February, 1993. "
- GraphIc Design Aotea Gallery,

To be opened by the Governor General , - SIgnetIng _ , ‘ 18ManukauRoad,Epsom,POB0x 9224, Newmarket, Auckland.girth; gathermg gbzard 1 HOROPITO STREET ; - Interior Deslgr} Ph 09 520 0075, Fax 09 520 0173.e wary ' ' pm (Corner Dominion Road & Horopito Street) 3 ' PhOtOP'OCeSS'W Fine NZ Craft in Native Wood, Ceramic, Bone & NZ Jade.The National Association of Woodlurners are roud MT EDEN, AUCKLAND _ , . .to present their first juried exhibition,'entit ed Ph 09 623 0481 ALSO Certificate m Craft DeSIgn Expresslons of New Zealand,
7 A Foundation in Visual ArtS ff; Waikato Museum Shop and Garden Place, Hamilton.@719 @rt afar-1mm 600055 opEN . . . . F- - G 11. For more Information call LIZ or Trish on Ingerprmts 8 Cry

The Awards, including $4,000 prize money, are sponsored by MONDAY ' SATURDAY 218.2599 or Freephone (0800) 800.565 Cnr 11th Ave, Devonport Rd, Tauranga.
N.Z. BLUE CROSS MEDI CARE, with the assistance ofthe QEII Arts Council. 10am _ 4pm . Ph 07 578 2720. Mon—Fri 103m — 5pm. Sat 10am — 4pm
Enquiries to: Tom Capey, 69 Kauika Rd, Whangarei. Ph 09-438 5130. FORTH ST PRIVATE BAG 90114 INVERCARGILL
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18TH f""'nTaTrErXJr~T>""'

CENTW
WOMEN/E
TIME-[£5
SOLE DISTRIBUTOR
JENNIFER BENNELL'S
PRODUCTS:

ENJOY THE ART Compendium Gallery
Proud to represent:

Joan Atkinson Gael Montgomerie
Jenny Barraud Garry Nash
Mary Bartos Michael O'Brien
Chris & Dave Beddek John Parker
Peter Collis Richard Parker
John Crawford Mark Piercey
James Dowle Marie Potter
John Edgar Ann Robinson
Ian Fish Willa Rogers
Steve Fullmer Rick Rudd
Brian Gartside Helen Schamroth ,
Kim Gilby Colin Slade I
Lyndsey Handy , Blair Smith l
Lynda Harris Ailie Snow I
Ola & Marie Hoglund David Trubridge I

|
I
I

SUBSCRIPTION

JAPAN PAINTS, SCUMBLE (GLAZECOAT), CRACKLE I
MEDIUM, GILDING SIZE AND GOLD, SILVER) DUTCH I ....................................................................................

METAL, BRONZE LEAF MOULDINGS, BRUSHES AND I NZ: I enclose $27.00 (incl GST) for the next three issues |:] I
OTHER SPECIALIST TOOLS. I All other countries by personal cheque D I

CARRAGEEN FOR MARBLING ON FABRIC I Surface mail NZ$31.50 by credit card as below E] I
I .AMEXDBANKCARDDDINERSEIMASTERWORKDVISAE] I , . , . I .1 ._ i . . I .7 / Compendium Gallerv

NUMBER I II I II I I II I II I LI II I7 I II II I ll 49 Victoria Rd
Devon ort

MACLEISTER PAINTED FINISHES Signature ........................................... Expiry date ..................... I T H E A R T S C E Aucklgnd
P.O.BOX1669 CHRISTCHURCH SendtoNewZealand Potter | O F C H R I S T C H U 1311094451577

TELEPHONE (03) 365 6167 P.O.Box 881, Auckland New Zealand OWest on Worcester Boulevard -Ph 03 366 0989- Open 7 days

Kristin Leek Merilyn Wiseman
Vic Matthews Paul Winspear
Rosemarie McClay Marc Zuckerman
Heather McLeod

'MASTER STROKES' - THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE
D.|.Y. DECORATIVE FINISH BOOK

E‘ saw-.Jm-3m "al.c‘~,.1m r AIL: . (ME MWW 0

Textures 3‘ _ ,_ ‘V Wyctyrrcmficm W“
FULL RANGE OF: Stoneware and Porcelain Clays and Slips, Glazes, Acrylic Stains, Fabric

NELSON'S LARGEST Po. BOX 32024 P.O. Box 92, Napier. Phlfax 06 3434 700

(Nelson) Ltd Tempted to try... Paints, Moulds, Brushes, Tools, Pouring Tabes, Slip Mlxers and MUCH MORE!!

GaI lery 24 Essex Street Christchurch

HANDCRAFT SUPPLIERS P3333333??? WNWQ
I 't 7 Hand Crafted NZ. V in“ ° Patchwork fabrics 0

5}] Pottery H Woodware E Wearable Artifi- ' Leather Work ° Canework ° MR
H Jewelleryg Wall Hangingsfg Glassware . Sewing Accessories . A N N O U N C I N G Quality NELLM

p I . \ ~
. . . . . , . Jewellery Findings . A N E w V r N U E F o R New Iceland (3%161 I

I; lndlvrdually Desrgned Furniture rm . Ribbons and Laces . ‘ Crofts I 5‘
, eI . . TTER‘._ ; 0 Toy Maklng Materials ° «VWMHOX,
; 3| Hurstmere Rd E ~A11CraftBooks- . <@> .' ° Ashford Spinning Products 0 Embroidery 0 9 New Exhibitors welcome.

it

Takap U na AU C k I a H d a - Cottons and Kits - Handcraft Supplies 0 9 Open 7 Days
. _ 0 Natural Raffia - All Raffia Making Supplies 0 O D th [I b h' d ANZ B k

I: P h on 8 ~ 09 486-0877 E - Lampshade Frames ° and much more ° A T T H E T 0 P 0 F 2307WI1’arrjeIll 1:1 liaIIzell AuckTa
9)} v I -

I: n 3‘

KILNS from $1950 (includes gst and furniture). Built in the USA.
93 Collingwood St NGISOH CHINA PAINTING DlGITALCONTROLLERS$1200+gst

7 (Up to 5 programmable segments, program ramp,
k'th 'dhldl t , d1 1Ph 03 548 7288 Nzgcompm suppher, 523dtimid;19,221,359"bufiflfiiiiifi’

Fax 03 546 8056 advice, service, mail order MAlL ORDER THROUGHOUT NEW ZEALAND FREE CATALOGUE,
PRICE LIST & FREE SAMPLES

M
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l CRAFTCALLERY

a” 0 Over 300 NZ. Artisans
0 Huge range of diverse crafts
9 Suitable New Zealanders & Overseas Tourists.2

!
M

WOODWARD STREET
Elscczwwmmon _- (116] W E L LIN G T O N 0 - 4 - 4 7 3 8 8 0 3 I Telephone (09) 309 8740
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c3)
COPPER ENAMELLING

LEAD FREE
NZ's complete supplier

advice, service, mail order
PO. Box 32024

Christchurch
Phone 03 667 229

fax 03 666 847

24 Essex Street
Christchurch
New Zealand

JULIA BROOKE-WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
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WHITECLIFFE
COLLEGE OF ART 8: DESIGN

AN INTERNATIONAL TERTIARY COLLEGE
SPECIALISED INDUSTRY COURSES IN

0 Interior Design - Graphic Design - Film - Photography
0 Fashion Design - Landscape Design 0 Fine Arts 0 Craft

1-4 YR COURSES FROM CERTIFICATE TO GRADUATE LEVEL.
COLLEGE AND COURSES REGISTERED WITH NZQA.

STUDENTS QUALIFY FOR GOVERNMENT STUDY RIGHT
~ SUBSIDY AND FINANCIAL AID

WHITECLIFFE COLLEGE OF ART & DESIGN. 136 GRAFTON RD,
P 0 BOX 8192, SYMONDS ST. AUCKLAND.

TEL 09 309 5970, FAX 09 302 2957

the TIMBER MILL
N.Z.WOODWARE SPECIALISTS

Stockists of quality New Zealand Crafts
Woodware: Turned and Carved

Maori Artifacts: Woodcarvings: Greenstone:
Bone and Paua Jewellery.

Pottery and Artworks.
Enquiries to supply welcome.

Ph 04 472 2292
WE POST OVERSEAS (GST exempt)

NIKAU BEACH
POTTERY

- durable stoneware
o appealing colour and form

,. . - designed for function and decor
0 retail and wholesale

potter —Andrew Smith
Nikau, R D 1, 2109
Westport

§+ A/H Ph 03 782 8089

DOWSI Len Castle - Retrospective
a i If you own pots (or know someone who

9" does) by this important artistwe would be
u. u 5 ‘ grateful if you could let us know.

We need to know approx date of purchase and we
would be grateful if you could send a snapshot(s).
The exhibition will be assembled in 1994 and open at
the Dowse Art Museum and then tour the country
through 1995.

Please write to:
The Curator, Casite Exhibition, PO Box 303% Lower Hutt

“VALW’II’N. 8". ‘. 1m ”MUNWLWIU ‘3
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The WEAVING SUPPLIERS
/
l/l‘ 22 Broadway. PO Box 313, Proton, Ph (03) 573 6966 S

Zia I’M"? IM’R’fl/‘KV‘WII‘KWJWPIEH‘“/WA““?CM§M ‘

grey wdcfi

.. :rr‘ 3,.

WILLOW marsWT‘ZKMW

Extensive range. Send for catalogue.
Norfolk Rd, RDl, Carterton. Ph 06 377 3455. Open 7 days.

Contact Sue
Phone and
Fax
(04) 388 1749

See our collec—
tion of Designer

Handknits -
each one of

a kind

filttention
Tutors!

Tutors are invited to submit proposals for workshops to
be held at the A.N.Z.E.G. Conference in New Plymouth,

June/July, 1994.
Classes may be from one to four days in duration.

Please send course outline with application by March 1993 to:

Mrs A Reeves,
P O Box 804,

New Plymouth.

CMflFT
$003176

Bennetts Bookshop on Featherston St, Wellington
is proud to support CRAFT NZ.

I005 of books always in stock covering:-
- Fibrccrafts - felt, spinning, weaving, knitting, etc.

- Needlecrafts — patchwork. quilting, embroidery, sewing, dressmaking.
- Woodcrafts and ceramics

- Papercrafts, kitemaking. fashioin etc.

Ask fro Bridget Austin, our specialist craftbook buyer. We welcome special and mail orders.

Bennetts Bookshop, 134 Featherston St (P O Box 1799), Wellington.

Ph 04 499 1388, fax 04 499 2296.

For benutil‘ul \x'ood turned items in N7. native timbers.
Showroom open 7 dros. Also one day busie “omittirning

elusses \\ i111 zicetnnmodution if required.

Brian Tunbridge. Rulunui Woodlurnin".
25 Rutunui Rd. Purupuruumu. Ph ()4 298 7863.

INTERNATIONAL weevmno $@llHil”LLl0FN-Z-
PO. Box 313, 22 Broadway, Plcton, New Zealand Telephone: (03) 573 6966

10 The First CRAFT New Zealand Yearbook

C
WAIAHIKI POLYTECMNIC

TC KURATINI 0 TE WAIARIKI

LEADING THE COUNTRY
IN BI-CULTURAL

VISUAL ARTS EDUCATION

FOUNDATION TO DIPLOMA
COURSES IN ART CRAFT
AND DESIGN

ENQUIRIES
WAIARIKI POLYTECHNIC
PRIVATE BAG ROSOZB :
ROTORUA PH 075346 8959

c8:
POTTERY SUPPLIES

Kilns, clay, raw materials, glazes,
tools, stains, etc.

NZ‘s complete supplier
advice, service, mail order

PO. Box 32024
Christchurch

Phone 03 667 229
fax 03 666 847

24 Essex Street
Christchurch
New Zealand
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Rainer Beneke, Jeweller, Central Otago
Neil Grant, Potter, Dunedin
Heather McLeod, Clay Sculpture, Dunedin
Blair Smith, Goldsmith, Dunedin
Colin Forster, Goldsmith, Silversmith, Queenstown
Mary Bartos, Woodturner, Christchurch
James Dowle, Woodworker, Christchurch
Rena Jarosewitsch, Glass Artist, Christchurch
Kristin Leek, Fibre Artist, Dyer, Christchurch
Vivienne Mountfort, Fibre Artist, Christchurch
Mark Piercey, Woodturner, Christchurch
Colin Slade, Furniture Maker, Banks Peninsula
Chris Weaver, Potter, Hokitika
Marc Zuckerman, Furniture Maker, Westland
John Crawford, Potter, Westport
Jenny Barraud, Fibre Artist, Nelson
Christine Boswijk, Potter, Nelson
Vic Evans, Potter, Nelson
Brian Flintoff, Carver, Nelson
Steve Fullmer, Potter, Nelson
David Griffith, Potter, Nelson
Gavin Hitchings, Goldsmith/Jeweller, Nelson
Ola & Marie Haglund, Glass Artists, Nelson
Paul Laird, Potter, Nelson
Meg Latham, Potter, Nelson
Vicki Mathison, Potter, Nelson
Royce McGlashen, Potter, Nelson
Willa Rogers, Basketmaker, Nelson
Gael Montgomerie, Woodturner, Riwaka
Clem Mellish, Carver, Havelock
Marilyn Rea -Menzies, Tapestry Weaver, Picton
Anneke Borren, Potter, Wellington
Lyndsey Handy, Glass Artist, Wellington
Patti Meads, Potter, Wellington
Rob Waanders, Wood Turner, Pukerua Bay, Wellington
Paul Winspear, Potter, Wellington
Owen Mapp, Carver, Paraparaumu
Pamella Annsouth, Potter, Te Horo
Mirek Smisek, Potter, Te Horo
Wi Taepa, Potter, Levin
Alan Brown, Designer/Maker, Wanganui
Rick Rudd, Potter, Wanganui

The First CRAFT New Zealand Yearbook

59 Anne Powell, Potter, Hunterville
60 Francois Aries, Woodworker, Hawkes Bay
61 Sherril Jennings, Knitwear Designer, Hastings
62 Peter Maclean, Furniture Maker, Hastings
63 Gaeleen Morley, Potter, Taradale
64 David Trubridge, Designer/Sculptor, Havelock North
65 Susan Flight, Art Worker, Raglan
66 Jeanette Gilbert, Fibre Artist, Te Awamutu
67 Kim Gilby, Jeweller, Hamilton
68 Lynda Harris, Potter, Hamilton
69 Vic Matthews, Fumiture Maker/Designer, Coromandel
70 Brian Gartside, Ceramic Artist/Potter, Ramarama
71 Joan Atkinson, Jeweller, Auckland
72 Chris & Dave Beddek, Woodturners, Auckland
73 Keith Blight, Potter, Auckland
74 Peter Collis, Potter, Auckland
75 John Edgar, Stone Carver, Auckland
76 Fingers Contemporary Jewellery, Jewellery Co-operative, Auckland
77 Ian Fish, Woodturner, Auckland
78 Matarena George, Tivaevae Maker, Manukau
79 Jude Graveson, Fibre Artist, Auckland
80 Jeannette Green, Fibre Artist, Auckland
81 Christine Hafermalz—Wheeler, Goldsmith, Auckland
82 Kevin Higgins/Denis Brunton, Windchime Makers, Auckland
83 Cathy Kenkel, Mixed Media Craft Artist, Auckland
84 Rosemarie McClay, Potter, Auckland
85 Peter Brierley Millman, BFA, Mixed Media Craft Artist, Auckland
86 Garry Nash, Glass Artist, Auckland
87 Michael O'Brien, Bookbinder, Auckland
88 John Parker, Potter/Designer, Auckland
89 Marie Potter, Leather Artisan, Auckland
90 Louise Purvis, Multi Media Craft Artist, Auckland
91 Ann Robinson, Glass Artist, Auckland
92 Helen Scharnroth, Mixed Media Artist, Craft Writer, Auckland
93 Louisa Simons, Fibre Artist, Auckland
94 Ailie Snow, Knitter, Auckland
95 Wallace Sutherland, Jeweller/Sculptor, Auckland
96 Anne Tunnicliffe, Fabric Artist, Auckland
97 Merilyn Wiseman, Potter, Auckland
98 Peter Oxborough, Artist/Potter, Warkworth
99 Catrina Sutter, Textile Artist, Russell
100 Richard Parker, Potter, Kaeo

Marketing Craft
arketing is the current buzz—word. Encouragement has come from all quarters

M for craftspeople to be more professional, to take control of the image they
project. In the past, craftspeople have taken individual responsibility for advertising
and promoting themselves, but with afew regional exceptions, collective marketing
tends to have been left to institutions, with the resultant loss of direct control by

individuals. As well, many craftspeople have eased into a welfare state mentality,
where they expect their needs to be provided for by outside agencies. This tendency
may be exacerbated by the Queens Elizabeth 11 Arts Council plans to use the money
formerly given the Crafts Council to create a Visual Arts Marketing Board. How
responsive will it, or can it be, to individual requirements?

The Crafts Council launched its Index several years ago — and a considerable
amount of time and money was expended in making it a tightly selected list of the
best practitioners in the craft field. The fatal flaw in the Index was the fact that it had
no existence apart from a list of names and a slide collection which resided in
Wellington.

The First Craft New Zealand Yearbook brings together the best, most creative
craftspeople who want to market themselves, and presents them in an accessible
way. The Yearbook put the ball clearly in the court of the craft community, forcing
them to take individual responsibility for collective marketing. Inclusion carried a
price tag. In the best traditions of user—pays, only those who could find the required
fee are featured. We hope the resulting publicity will make that a worthwhile
investment. In many cases, the fee has been sponsored by businesses and support
groups for crafts, so where advertising material appears, it indicates sponsorship for
the person featured on that page.

Support from the craft community for this project has been overwhelming. The
initial plan for an eighty page publication, which at first looked almost impossibly
ambitious, has had to be revised upwards to accommodate the huge number of high
quality applications which were received. Many excellent applications were turned
down, because of space limitations and the desire to promote excellence.

In addition to their initial seeding finance for the new magazine venture once
ownership passed from the Crafts Council, the Queen Elizabeth 11 Arts Council has
supported the Yearbook project under a new marketing programme.

Advertising in this issue has reached the highest level ever obtained by Craft NZ
— a mark of the confidence which the craft community has in the future of the
magazine.

Yet for all the apparent success of this issue, we cannot be complacent. The future
of the magazine is still not assured. Subscriptions continue to climb. By international
standards our circulation of 1800 is piffling. The break-even point 012500 is obviously
achievable, but until it's reached, the magazine's future is not assured.

Peter Gibbs, Editor.

Suffrage Issue
CRAFTNewZeaIandplans an issueto celebrate Women's Suffrage in September
or December 1993,
Proposals for articles are invited now.
If you plan, or know of, any event which celebrates women in 1993, please let us
know.
Which women have made significant contributions to craft in New Zealand?
What of the future - do women have equality in the New Zealand craft community,
is affirmative action necessary, who should write the pivotal essays in this area?

You may have writers, photographers in mind who can provide material. You may
just wish to tell us about your ideas and let CRAFTNewZea/and’s regular writers
do the work.
Send your ideas to: CRAFT New Zealand, P O Box 1110, Nelson.

CRAFT
N e w Z 9 a l a n d

Issue 42, Summer I992.

Publisher:
Craft Print Ltd, P O Box l l 10, Nelson.
Ph/fax O3 548 30l 8.
(Note new address and phone no.)
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Peter Gibbs.
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Julie Warren.
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Derek Shepherd, ph 04 234 7560.
Julie Warren, ph 03 548 8602; fax 03 548 30l 8.

Judy Wilson, ph 09 5766 340; fax 09 5347 526.
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Michael Smythe.
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Peter Gibbs.
Photo Processing:
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Photo paste-up:
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Trade Distribution:
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of events or commissions, press releases and
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transparencies also acceptable. If in doubt, first
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From the head, the hand and the heart
by Helen Schamroth

ho would be a craftsperson in the
1990s? Who would try to earn a

living by making objects for love rather
than for reason; who would make one—off
hand-made objects as an alternative to mass—
produced items, and why? Some answers
lie in this yearbook.

Being a craftsperson in Aotearoa in the
90s is very different from the way it was for
our counterparts of the more idealistic 60s
and 70s. An analysis of who the practising
professionals are indicates a major shift.

Today there are graduates of Craft
Design Courses from around the country,
graduates who were going to shake up the
status quo of the self-taught eraftspeople
who led the field, graduates who had the
benefit of being exposed to design skills as
well as the benefit of practical expertise of
practitioners.

It is still relatively early in the history of
craft design education and the revolution is
yet to happen. But the impact of those who
have actively chosen tertiary education in
craft is starting to be felt in an occupation
previously dominated by those whose craft
developed in an ad hoc manner from a
recreational activity. It has been said that
a ten—year apprenticeship of working in a
medium is a reasonable length of time to
develop proficiency. Some graduates are
finding that such a time frame is still realistic
— whatever skills they have acquired during
their training cannot compensate for years
of experience. So, not unreasonably, it is
the work of mature graduates whose years
of study have added to previous craft
knowledge that is demanding most, but not
all, attention.

The ranks of those who consider
themselves professional have been swelled,
and not necessarily in predictable ways.
The rise in mixed media work is noticeable,
as is ‘non—functional craft’, that is craft

about ideas (isn’t that art?) which gives rise
to difficulty in labelling the makers, and
what they are creating. Meanwhile many of
the more established craft practitioners,
those who often started by making functional
objects (that’ s craft, isn’t it?) are also pushing
boundaries, and are now less tied to creating
functional objects in the traditional sense of
the word.

It is a good time to reassess what we
mean by ‘functional’ objects. Western
tradition has it that by ‘function’ we mean
practical function — by this distinction much
ofwhat is being presented as craft in galleries
and periodicals has been wrongly labelled.
However, when we regard function in a
much broader sense and see it as meeting
social, spiritual and emotional needs as
well, then the parameters of craft are
generously widened.

Craft—making is still an occupation that
barely gives a viable return for effort and
expertise. Few practitioners survive without
teaching, writing, working in other paid
employment or being dependent on other
income or financial support. The QEII Arts
Council is a source of assistance, and artist—
in-residencies help in a limited way. Dealer
galleries - the main retail outlets — often
hang by a thread in financial terms. There is
a handful of craft collectors, and some
commercial sponsorship, which is much
appreciated, but few acquisition
programmes in public galleries and
museums focus on craft, the latter being an
issue that should be addressed urgently.

Creativity may thrive in adversity, but
for eraftspeople to thrive there is a need for
greater acknowledgement of the way craft
enriches people’s lives, and it needs to be
increasingly visible. Craft needs to be
integrated into everyday life - we have a
model for this in the way Maori art and craft
were integral to life in pre-European times.
For that to happen in contemporary times
the media have to be involved. Craft needs
to be seen, not as an oddity, but as part of
life; it needs to be discussed and debated on
television, radio and in the press, and
journalism abouteraft needs to be informed,
accessible, energetic and frequent.

As eraftspeople we need to take
ourselves seriously if we want to be treated
seriously. We are not dilettantes; this is our
work, and the fact that we may be passionate
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about our work makes that work no less
credible than other occupations. We need
to be professional in our dealings and in the
work we produce, we need to learn business
practices that include marketing and
accounting, much as we may dislike them.
Being professional will encourage the
community to take greater interest in what
we produce and help with the dissemination
of product knowledge.

In many ways craft is in crisis. It is a
crisis typified by the loss ofCrafts Council
funding and subsequent demise of the
organisation, and by the ongoing crisis of
finding enough buyers for our work in a
difficult economy. The Arts Council
considers that we should put our work
alongside painters and sculptors by
grouping us all as ‘visual artists’, which
will require us to compete even more for
their limited funding assistance — another
crisis as we battle to define ourselves and
what we produce. Dr Robert Nelson,
Lecturer in Art & Design at Monash
University‘ talks about craft being in crisis
(in artistic terms) and of ‘the lack ofdirection
in many quarters’. But, he adds, a time of
crisis is exciting because “...we can decide
things...solutions only arise because there
problems...”

Some professional eraftspeople in
Aotearoa are making those decisions. They
are looking to identity as a criterion for
their work, developing philosophies that
are appropriate to our times and where we
live, adding another perspective to well
developed crafting skills. Many stop and
evaluate what they create, and decide that
rather than looking to the market for their
lead, they will lead the market by showing
them what exciting work can be created.
They undertake education that develops
management as well as design and crafting
skills. They create, exhibit, network,
document their work, assemble and
disseminate written material about it, and
get involved in all aspects of marketing
their work. The leaders in the field are
talented and committed professionals,
working from the head, the hand and the
heart - their contribution to society is
immeasurable.

1. Craft Victoria August/September 1992
© Helen Schamroth 1992.

To Market To Market...
by Lesleigh Salinger

T he publication of a New Zealand
Yearbook featuring leading

eraftspeople is a decisive step for the
dissemination of knowledge about craft.

A compendium of this nature will not
only serve to inform a public here, but aid
the spread of information about our crafts
overseas as well.

In sodoingitwillre-open someongoing
debates as well as focussing discussion on
current issues. The crafts have many roles
within society; their primary purpose, it
can be well argued, is functional in nature.
They play an important and underrated part
in our economy. The crafts are used for
adornment; they are important visually,
decoratively and in a tactile sense, and not
least of all they transmit cultural meaning.

So where do the crafts fit in the New
Zealandcontext? Are aestheticconsiderations
paramountinboththemakingandappreciation
of craft, or are technical and functional
considerations more important— or is there a
balance to be found somewhere between the
two positions?

The art/craft debate is not new, but is
currently being revisited because of
fundamental changes in institutional support
offered to the craft sector. New policies are
being implemented by national institutions.

The Museum ofNew Zealand/Te Papa
Tongarewa has in place a policy which
when implemented in exhibitions will see
a gradual blurring of former divisions
between the arts ofpainting and sculpture,
and the natural sciences, the decorative
arts and taonga. Exhibition materials will
be integrated in order to emphasise the
social and historical context of work.

These moves are designed to eliminate
historically ascribed inequalities of status
assigned to certain arts over others.

Yet this repositioning does not
necessarily fit well for all craft. Nor do
craftworkers automatically aspire to see
their work placed in the museum/ gallery
context. There are significant differences
in the meaning and execution of art and
craft. Whilst painting and sculpture may
be finely crafted (and admired as such)
nevertheless the craft is largely subsumed
to the meaning, both social and contextual,
0f the work. The crafts by contrast can
stand judgement for their inherent
qualities of form, surface texture and
suitability of materials for function.

It is important that eraftspeople assert
the appropriateness ofskill to their chosen
medium. In so doing they do not exclude
themselves from the world of ideas and
cultural meaning. Craft and intellect are
not mutually exclusive. Pattern,
decoration and form may all impart
contextual meaning, whilst materials are
specific to the culture in which they are
found, developed and made into objects.

The Queen Elizabeth IlAris Council
has come down firmly on the side of
disfavouring distinct separation ofart and
craft. All future applications for funding
support will be under the generic, visual
arts banner. It has however announced its
intention of supporting craft through a
marketing emphasis, in a new Visual Arts
Marketing Board. This is a significant
signal to which crafts-people must
respond. Enter the brave new world of
producer as marketeerl

The changes have come about through
crisis and controversy. The loss of base
funding from the Arts Council to
craftspeople’ s leading membership body,
the Crafi‘s Council, over concerns about
management and direction have spelt its
death knell. This publicationis aresponse
to that crisis; by picking up the marketing
gauntlet it will yet prove to be a vital tool
in the promotion of craft.

Yet the context for craft is wider than
the institutional world. The promotion,
dissemination and appreciation of craft
must be done through strengthening and
widening links to practitioners in a range
ofother disciplines: educators, architects,
designers and those working in industry.

Traditional links do exist of course, but
are neither widespread nor systematic
although recent developments have seen
our more visionary designers
incorporating New Zealand art and craft
into their work.

The scope for innovative opportunities
is enormous.

What eraftspeople offer in creativity,
expressive use of materials and the
uniqueness of handcrafting may be
married with the precision and
sophistication of advanced technologies
such as computer or laser. The
combination of artist/craftsperson with
technician will lead to ingenious
developments which can only enrich our
environment.

The promotion of craft must come
simultaneously on a number of fronts. In
encouraging developers, builders and
architects to see that integrating the work
of eraftspeople (whether the medium be
glass, ceramic, fabric, wood, stone or
metal) at the design stage of a building
will set an example at corporate level of
the enriching quality which good craft
can lend to both public and private spaces.
The confidence with which this was done
on a grand scale in the New Houses of
Parliament in Australia stands as abrilliant
example to be followed here, albeit on a
more modest scale.

Craft and fashion design sit well
together and certainly very imaginative
crossovers have been achieved. The now
acclaimed Wearable Art Awards are
another example of what is possible when
encouragement is given to eraftspeople to
go beyond the given boundaries.

In continuing to promote the crafts as
the best choice for governmental,
corporate and personal gift giving, New
Zealand craft becomes an ambassador
carrying a symbolic reminderof the vitality
of our indigenous culture.

Through a strong visual arts education
both future practitioners and appreciators
are created, the visual sophistication of
New Zealanders enhanced and it is to be
hoped, a growing demand for good craft
established.
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The Selection Panel

Amy Brown

E s a magazine writer 22 years ago, I
watched a dyer turn white silk into

beautiful scarves, and began a love affair
with the magic ofcolour and dye.

The excitement ofconverting blank white
spaces of silk, cotton or woollen clot/1 into
delicate or wistful, luscious or bold,
understated or extravagant fabrics, to be
made into beautiful garments, still remains.

So too does my love of words. For those
22 years I have shifted between the twofields
I love and work in. Occasionally l have
married the two by writing about crafts, trying
to encourage others to experience and learn
about crafts by looking, touching ant/feeling
the power that comesfrom things handmade
with love and knowledge.

My own heritage is halfMaori and half
Pakeha, uniquely New Zealand. The Maori
bit has taught me to look at crafts differently.
Culturally, ourexperience ofand relationship
to things of the earth is different from a
Pakehaperspective andperhaps less inclined
to materialistic attitudes, which doesn 't mean
it is better, only different.

There is no doubt that our greatest New
Zealand craftspeople are amongst the best in
the world. While the crafts they create may
have originated from outside New Zealand,
the best ofourcraftspeople create an artfrom
which can only have been made in this country.

Humphrey Ikin

l umphrey Ikin is an Auckland based
furniture designer/maker.

Specialising in one—off commissioned
furniture,he alsoexhibits regularly,exploring
his broad interests encompassing the spectrum
from design to sculpture.

My approach tends to be architectural, in
that I'll always commence with the basic
considerations of structure, alongside form
and function. I utilise both construction and
carving to this end, and pre er a minimal,
often understated aesthetic, with hopefully a
gentle aflirmation ofthe work 's Pacific origins.
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Peter Gibbs
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uring the late 70s I was a potter in rural
Golden Bay. 1 was thrown into disarray

by the chance visit of NZ Potter editor
Margaret Harris, who asked me to contribute
an article to that magazine.

Over the following years I found myself
more and more exchanging clay and potters
wheelforpen andpaper or('omputerkeyboard.
For the past year I 've been a stranger to clay,
as the demands of Craft New Zealand
magazine have required full—time attention.
It's been an almost seamless transition - and I
hope in thefuture the ebb andflow will renew
my contact with the making ofthings.

In some ways, publishing a magazine is
like making pots. Germination of ideas may
start a long way out. Preparation of the
material, gathering and collating is akin to
wedging clay. Sitting down to place it all in
logical sequence - complete with photos, ads
and all the other parts is just like throwing,at
the end thefinished article is visible, but not in
its final form. Consigning the work to the
printer isjust like closing the door on the kiln.
Control has not gone, but its more tenuous. It 's
a time when knowledge of the process is of
paramount importance.

Finally the magazine is delivered, or the
kiln is opened. There's no going back now -
just the resolution that next time it will be
perfect.

was born in Germany and have lived the
[' past nine years in New Zealand. Five
years ago I moved to Cambrian in Central
Otago to build my own house and recently my
stt(tho/workshop.

[have chosen to live in Cambrian, a small,
old goldininers' settlement near St Bat/lens,
because I like Central Otago with its soft lines

and colours, its vastness, its remoteness and
its harsh contrasts, aml because I believe in
living simply.

The special character of'Central Otago is
a great inspiration for me. Through my
jewellery I'd like to share the beauty of my
living environment and my loveforsimplicity.
[like to show contrasts, opposites, which are
for me the boundaries of a spectrum. At the
same time I'd like these extremes to be in
harmony and to form a whole. With my
jewellery 1 hope to create a calm oasis in this
complex, fast moving world. I focus and
Concentrate on beauty and harmony as a way
to promote positive change.

lam a nietaljeweller working with silver.
gold and copper and their alloys. Processes l
enjoymostareforgingandvarious “marriage
ofineta/s" techniques,

My jewellery is available at selected
jewellery and craft galleries in thefour main
centres. I do take crmnnissitms and sellfrom
my studio.

Rainer Beneke
Jeweller 0 Central Otago

Rainer Beneke
End House Cambrian
R D l Oturehua
Central Otago.
03 447 3681
Top;
Brooches; slirling silver.
Leif;
Brooch, slirling silver, line silver, copper, gold.
Centre;
Wedding Rings cul lrom one ingot, 9d gold.
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Neil Grant
Potter 0 Dunedin

Neil Grant
Head of Ceramics

School of Art
Otago Polytechnic

Private Bag
Dunedin.

03 477 3014 ext 8057
Home:

37 Lynwood Ave
Dunedin.

03 464 0540

['1 uring my teacher training at Auckland
Teachers" College in [96] I was

introduced to ceramics and have pursued this
craft since. I have regularly exhibited
throughout New Zealand and have travelled
extensively to improve my knowledge and
expertise.

My present position as Head ofCeramics,
School ofArt, Otago Polytechnic, makes me
responsiblefor the organisation ofthe courses
in the department.

I have regularly conducted workshops
and demonstrations throughout New Zealand
and produce an extensive range of domestic
ware and decorative stoneware pieces. Many
pieces are decorated with coloured pigments
and brush work using patterns developedfrom
rhododendron and fushias which abound in
Otago ’s gardens.
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In 1988 [acted as consultant to The South
Pacific Commission reporting on traditional
ceramics and small industries in Fiji, Tonga
and Vanuatu. In 1990 I attended Oslo
International Ceramics Symposium assisted
by the QEII Arts Council and Otago
Polytechnic.

I have been a member ofthe New Zealand
Society ofPotters since 1963, andam currently
vice—president.

SOUTHERN
CLAYS

Makers of the Abbotts range of clays
P 0 BOX 6323, DUNEDIN,

Ph/Fax 03 477 6229.
Hours 9 am - 12 Noon, 1pm - 5pm,

Monday to Friday

am presently looking at broken.
fragmented, eroded stone figures -

figures that ha ve come to be that way throng/1
the passing oftime. Central to my interests in
this area is an interest in the pottery and
sculpture ofancient Greece.

Hours exploring the environment on my
parents'farm nurtured an appreciation and
love ofnature. I am also stimulated by natural
and man made [and rock andstoneformations,
their visual and tactile qualities, and symbolic
reference. I am fascinated with artists'
interpretation and use ofsvmbolism through
the ages.

My sculptures are shell-like structures,
bronze glazed with hues of green, rust and
goldpatinas; theyportray the primal qualities
ofthefemaleform paying particular attention
to the varying lines and curvesproduced when
the body moves.

To rsos are stretchedgiving characteristics
of strength andfragility; perhaps metaphors
for emotions and mortality. Cross sections on
Some of these forms expose the inner core.

I work instinctively, drawing from my
influences and experiences. As I commence
work I begin ajourney ofexploration - Ido not
know what to expect at the end ofa series, each
piece attempts to answer the questions posed
by the previous piece.

1992: Post Graduate Honours, School of
Art. Otago Polytechnic. Tutor Craft Design/
Ceramics, School of Art, Otago Polytechnic.

l99l: Compendium Gallery Annual
Contemporary Craft Competition, Auckland;
Merit Award.

1990: 32nd National Exhibition of New
Zealand Society of Potters, United Group/
Suter Art Gallery, Nelson; Merit Award.

1989: Otago Polytechnic School of Art,
Dunedin; Ceramics Arts Award. Graduate
Diploma in Ceramic Art. School ofArt. Otago
Polytechnic.
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Heather McLeod
Clay Sculpture 0 Dunedin

Heather McLeod
3 McKerrow St,
Dunedin.
03 454 2086
Left;
Standing Torso, 320 x 460mm
Right;
Fragments, 380 x i50mm.
Lower;
Reclining Torso, 500 x 310mm.
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Blair Smith
Goldsmith - Dunedin

Blair Smith
319 George Street,

P O Box 5779,
Dunedin.

()3 477 3783
Top;

3 layered Brooches, slg silver & l8 cl gold.
Centre;

Imagination is More Important Than Knowledge, stg
silver/l8cl gold and ruby brooch.

Right;
There is a Fine Line, slg silver/fine gold.
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see jewellery as a personal statement
both for me and the wearer. Important

in my work isjewellery 's historical role as a
symbolic, ritualistic message carrier. I want
my pieces to be memorable, emotional,
sometimes whimsical and always wearable.

Blair Smith completed an adult
apprenticeship in jewellery then worked as a
trade jeweller before setting up Assay
Jewellery Gallery/Workshop in I989 in
Dunedin.

He is currently working from Assay
Gallery, taking commission work, supplying
other galleries and exhibitions. He works with
gold, silver and other metals and precious and
non precious stones, and uses the techniques
of repousse, fabrication, granulation and
forging.

In 1992 he took part in the New Zealand
Jewellery Exhibition at the International
Gallery, San Deigo, and in 1991 had three
pieces selected for the 15th Asian Assembly
and Pacific Crafts Conference Kyoto 1991,
Japan, and took part in the McKinney/Hardy

Brothers Invitation Award for Contemporary
Wearables, in Australia.

Work currently available through:
Assay Gallery, 319 George Street Dunedin
Cave Rock, Christchurch
Avid, Wellington
Hanne Andersen, Wellington.

olin Forster has been gold and
silversmithing for about 15 years now.

Trained in Sydney under Dutch Master
Craftsman Walraven Van Heeckeren, Colin
established his own studio making jewellery
and holloware there until being drawn back to
New Zealand, particularly Queenstown where
he has had a studio for the past three years.

Involved in numerous exhibitions and
commissions while in Australia, Colin has
work in many private and corporate collections.
Two examples are a sterling silver bowl with
black opal in a rosewood presentation box
commissioned by the NSW Government and
presentedto the then Japanese Prime Minister,
and an 18K yellow gold goblet with
presentation box commissioned by the
Governor of the Northern Territory.

Now joined by his wife Pam the two are
marketing theirdistinctivejewellery, holloware
and sculpture in New Zealand and Australia.
Colin and Pam provide a comprehensive
service from design to manufacture for their
clients.

Alongside this serviceColinis continually
developing his own design projects.

Metalworking of this type can be by its
nature a relatively slow process, with
machinery playing only a small part. By
deliberately not establishing “completion by"
dates for my work (as is often an economic
essential in my other work), I am finding such
designs areexcitinglyenriched as they proceed
through their gestation at theirown appropriate
rate. If these designs are successful in their
completion they can then be reproduced by
various methods, and offered to customers at
affordable prices — the time spent being well
justified in the quality of the end product.

Colin and Pam can be contacted at their
Queenstown studio, offering both private and
corporate customers the following services.

' Jewellery repairs and manufacture.
° Holloware design and manufacture.
- Unique medallions, awards, trophies

and gifts.

Colin Forster
Goldsmith, Silversmith ~ Queenstown

Colin Forster
109 Beach Street
Queenstown
New Zealand.
()3 442 7337
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ary Bartos
oodturner 0 Christchurch

Mary Bartos
Woodturner and Sculptor

Christchurch
I welcome enquiries at my home,

but please phone
03 384 9996 for a convenient time.
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[m ost ofmy work is woodtu rning, domestic
as well as decorative andfor these I use

a variety of woods. The availability offruit
and European hard woods enables me to use
wood with a great range ofcolour and texture
which for me adds tremendously to my
enjoyment ofmy work.

For my sculptural pieces the wood must
be carefully chosen so the idea is aided by the
colour and grain, and the finished piece is
complete within itself. The addition ofbrass
and combining dzfi‘erent coloured woods in
the one piece can also add to the warmth and
tactile beauty that is inherent in wood.

My work has been exhibited throughout
New Zealand with most of my larger works
going overseas.

Currently my work can be viewed at:
Woodcraft Gallery, Christchurch
Cave Rock Gallery, Christchurch
Applied Arts, Christchurch
House of Wood, l-lokitika
Artisan, Akaroa.

| ecognisedinthepastasafurnituremaker,
James Dowle has more recently focused

on the development of small box designs
suitable for production in significant volume.
Up to three people are employed to assist,
bringing their own ideas into production
methods, and passing on broad skills in
woodwork to young people.

The market nicheis in top qualityjewellery
and pen boxes for the souvenir trade, which
has very little high—end work offered to it, and
in a less seasonal area, corporate gifts. Special
projects in conjunction with a marketing
company have produced collectable sporting
souvenirs of the recent World Cup Cricket
Series and the NZ Rugby Centenary.

The introduction of laser engraving
technology is about to open up new realms in
computerised decoration and personalisation
with scope in all current areas ofinvolvement.

Generally, designs are kept simple with a
minimum of embellishment. Some “joint
ventures” with other crafts people are being
considered, putting marquetry, enamel, jade

or paua on to the boxes, and leading craft
jewellers and jade carvers are using them as
enhanced packaging for their work.

The timber is predominantly recycled from
the demolished buildings of Christchurch,
proving to be more colourful and easier to
work than new timber sources. Larger boxes
have interiors of aromatic cedar. The finish
used is an oil varnish mixture, polished with
wax when thoroughly dry. Pens are lacquered.

Outlets include:
Woodcraft Gallery, Arts Centre, Christchurch
Sealside Gallery, Kaikoura
Jade Boulder Gallery, Greymouth
The Mountaineer, Queenstown
Concept Speciality Advertising, Wellington
Blue Touch, Wellington.

gas—usumjhmmaww.“ .

James Dowle
Woodworker 0 Christchurch

James Dowle
38 Curries Rd,
Hillsborough,
Christchurch 8002.
Ph/Fax 03 337 2887
Left;
Jewellery Boxes in Rimu and Kauri, aromatic cedar interior
panels,
Top;
Pen Boxes, one with paua shell detail, pens in various

native timbers, fountain pen totara burl.
Lower;
Smaller Jewellery Boxes, Rimu and Deodar Cedar.
All photos by Lloyd & Terry Park
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Rena Jarosewitsch
Glass Artist 0 Christchurch

Rena Jarosewitsch
Arts Centre Glass Studio

Christchurch
03 366 2085
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C hristchurch based glass artist. Rena
Jarosewitsch was born in Munich. Gennany.

In 1983. upon completion ofa three year
training course in glass design and painting at
the Glasfachschule Rheinback (State
Polytechnic School l‘orGlass). she immigrated
to New Zealand. In 1984 she established the
Arts Centre Glass Studio. Since that time.
Rena has been a self employed artist. Her
main emphasis is on contemporary
architectural glass commissions forresidential.
secular and ecclesiastical buildings.

Most notable commissions to date:
Stained glass windows for the RNZAF

Museum‘ Wigram. Christchurch and for the
Housing Corporation. Wellington.

Stained glass screen for the Ministry of
Cultural Affairs. Wellington.

Glass mural t‘orthe Accident & Emergency
Department, Christchurch Hospital.

Memorial windows to the Mt Erebus
disasteratStMatthew‘sin-the—City,Auekland

In addition. Rena Jarosewitsch has been the
recipientof Arts Council grants in I988 and 1990.

In contrast to her commissions Rena creates
sculptural works some of which are relatively
small in scale. thus lending themselves well to the
workplace or to domestic application

Amongst a range of highly skilled
techniques Rena Jarosewitsch utilises glass
painting/staining/l‘iring and etchingThe range
includes works in glass and mixed media
sculpture which incorporate steel and glass.

A recent initiative has seen her embark on a
series of highly intricate fused and slumped
decorative glass platters. These epitomise her
prodigious drive to explore new forms and
techniques as media for vzuied artistic expression.

Rena has exhibited her work at the most
prestigious Craft Art Galleries in the main
centres of New Zealand and has been invited
to have a major exhibition at the Dowse Art
Museum in I992. Following her success in
New Zealand she is now also promoting and
selling her work overseas. 4

Gallery outlets in New Zealand:
Avid. Wellington:
Applied Arts. Christchurch.

[I ll'orkfrom home in an inner city cottage
in Christchurch, in the areas of'wearable

art. clothing, decorative hangings and
collages.

I think of myselfmainly as a dyer using
syntheticfibre reactive dyes on a selection of
llatural‘f'abrics andfibres. l concentrate mainly
on varieties of silk because of its lustre and
other special qualities, especially the glow
and richness of colour that can be achieved
when dyed. Colour and texture have always
been important to me and I often combine
different methods when dyeing/"or effect such
as tie-dyeing, wax resist, hand painting and
screen printing.

I enjoy the decorative possibilities of
overlaying methods and colours merging or
dominating.

To emphasise colouranddesign the clothes
I make are simplistic in style and easy to wear.
Kimoimjackets, loose tops, trousers and skirts
are versatile and can be casual or
sophisticated. I like to work spontaneously
and let what I am making develop as I go

without definite limits though within a certain
framework, One thing often leads to another
and sometimes [focus on a theme with pieces
constructed from different material being
interrelated and comp/ernentary.

[feel very much a part oft/1e Pacific and
New Zealand and my work is often inspired by
the environmentandhas an indigenous quality
- sea, skyxf'orests, mountains and valleys creep
into my work in subtle colour or pattern.

I'm a “hunter-gatherer" alll'ays looking
outfor suitable things to adorn or enhance a
piece such aslfeathet‘s, shells, beads, grasses
and things that sparkle and enrich.

l 'm driven by the excitement oft/7e creative
process; transforming a piece ({ftt'lliféflflllfl'lc
into a unique article is_f'orever satisfying and
.forever a challenge.

4;
Kristin Leek
Fibre Artist, Dyer ' Christchurch

Kristin Leek
30 Otley St
Christchurch l
()3 379 0314

leit; Kahu Aotearoa, Handpainted poi silk with wax resist,
screen printing, and on the yoke hand quilting. Merit
award at ”The Great New Zealand Cloak", Compendium
Gallery, ”’92
Top; Cloak detail.
Lower; Butterfly Kite, handpainted hobotai silk, wax resist,

procion dyes.
Photos; Phil Fogle. Photo of Kristin Leek by Marie Potter.

WALES & MACKINIIAY IITI)
TEXTILIi .-\(ilil\"l'$ & DIS'I‘RIBUTORS
I‘M-20‘) Great North Rtl. Auckland 3
l’ 0 Bo\ 5HU l’ll ll‘) .i'ib 3017.
'I'clcv X72505. lily (it) 378 0651),

Christchurch Agents: H.S.Crookhain & Sons lid. Pl] ()3 366 355|

L‘nrfi 'Dyurs (juilito 'ulZ-enlizrld'lru'
T 0 Liter 13 856, Oneliurupz,
Flue/(land 6
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Vivienne Mountfort
Fibre Artist 0 Christchurch

Vivienne Mount/"art
8] Nzlylund St
Christchurch 8

()3 326 6471
Right;

Spiral Inlay on 0 Tower, lelt applique,
2630)( 960mm, W92.

Top;
Te Tipuo o Kahutia Te Rangi, wool and

totara, 1992. Carving by Riki Manuel
lower;

Mandala for Contemplation Beneath the
Southern Cross, handmade llax paper,

llax fibre and piu piu,
2440 x 2440mm, l 988.

have been involved in making/ibre works
, in olllloom techniquesfor many years

now, exploring different methods ant/materials
to e.\'press concepts which interest me.

Ihave exhibited in Europe, Canada. USA and
Japan, as well as many New Zealand exhibitions.
I have weavings in the NewZea/and Emlutssies in
Hong Kong, Chile and Kttala Lumpar, and in the
Polynesian Cultural Center in Hawaii. My
weavings hang in many public buildings in New
Zealand, and in many private collections.

I have won several awards inc/ruling the New
Zealand Wool Board Off-Loom Contest, 1972:
The North/andHarbour BoardA ward, I 976: the
Living Design Award, International Fibre
Exhibition, Pittsburgh, USA, /‘)76; andtwoawards
formnnan Hey it I Embroidery GuildExhibitions. In
1986 I won the $5,000 United Building Society
Suter Fibre CraflAward in Nelson.

1 am a life member oft/1e Crafts Council of
New Zealand. having served on the executive
for many years and attended five of their
international conferences.

More recently I have been making handmade
paper using New Zealandflax (phomtium tenwt')
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and experimenting with different decorations on
the paper. It is a privilege to use some of the
techniques the Maori women so skil/itlly devised in
the centuries before European colonisation. While
enjoying these techniques in a t'otttentporatyfonn,
I have not abandoned my fascination with the
circle. but have broadened my range (if-treatment.
This also includes usingfeltfor some works.

Recently I have collaborated with Riki
Manuel of the Riki Rangi Maori Carving
Centre, Clu'istchurch Arts Centre. in staging
joint exhibitions including shared works.

Circles are deeply significant in my work.
Manyanciei it In it nan ritesandtraditionshave been
linked to the circle and the spiral. It seems to me the
purest, simplest. and most encompassiitgfonn to
convey my vision oft‘ompleteness andfiilfilment.

Through my work I am urging all peoples to
examine their roots, origins and their basic life
philosophy. Using motifs invested with racial
memoryIurgecontemplation oft/1ediffitsedtipples
tcauses and effects) ofour spiral lives, the solitary
nature of human existence, and the frailty and
tenuousness oft/1ehuman condition. lendeavourto
produce a spare, disciplined form, thought—
provoking. and infused with human awareness.

-ost oft/2e woods I use grow in my local
M environment (Christchurch and
Canterbury). They are mostly the European
woods and [find they work very well. ()fthe
native timbers I enjoy using Ngaio and Red
Beech but also use Rimu and Kauri.

Ofnecessity a lot ofmy work is domestic
lilies since I need to make afull time income
from my craft. However. I do as many one-off
pieces as I call and enjoy hollow turning and
developing “raised" bowlsgfinding a balance
between the method ofgiving height to a bowl
and the space underneath, and the piece itself

Most of my work makes use of simple
flowing lines and incorporates small clear
detail for emphasis.

f

Mark Piercey
Woodturner 0 Christchurch

Mark Piercey
201 Bridle Path Rd
Healhcotc
Christchurch 2
03 384 9567
Leit;
Hollow Vase, smoke bush, 2 l2 x 2 l8mm.
Top;
Raised Bowl, oak, 425 x 287 x 1 12mm
Lower,
Hollow Vase, horse chestnut burr, 300 x 225mm.
Photos;
lloyd Park.
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lade
rniture Maker 0 Banks Peninsula

olin Slade designs and makes all kinds
ofindividualchairs,setsot‘chairs.dining

tables and desks. In 25 years of professional
experience he has won many awards for his
work which is represented in private collections
throughout New Zealand, and internationally.

Colin works closely with clients to arrive
at the design that best suits their individual
needs. A selection of repeat designs is also
available, ranging from traditional classics to
Colin’s own contemporary designs. These are

AETISANSI
Gallery

45 RUE LAVAUD, AKAROA,
BANKS PENINSULA 03 304 7514

ORIGINAL NEW ZEALAND
CRAFTS, CRAFT ART

WOODTURNING JEWELLERY
STUDIO POTTERY KNITWEAR
FURNITURE CLOTHING
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hand made to individual order and
specification.

Physical stresses imposed on chairs
demand exceptional material and superior
construction. Only proven hardwoods like
Ash, Elm, Oak, Walnut, and Native Beech are
used. Timber is selected by the maker from
locally grown trees and is carefully sawn. then
air—dried over many seasons to ensure maturity.
Construction is equally painstaking. Carving,
shaping and turning is done exclusively by
hand. making each piece unique.

Natural oils and varnishes, applied by hand.
enhance the beauty ofthe wood as it ages. while
providing practical surfaces for everyday use.

Visitors to the workshop and showroom
are welcome at most times (including
weekends) but a prior phone call will ensure
personal attendance.

Exhibiting occasionally at:
Compendium Gallery, Auckland; Cave

Rock Gallery, Christchurch; and in major
national exhibitions.

Brochure available by mail.

Colin Slade
Chairmaker
Barrys Bay,
R D 2,
Akaroa,
Banks Peninsula.
()3 304 5748
Top;
Chair and Writing Table, walnut and native black beech
ltawhairauriki},
Centre;
Stools, walnut.
Right;
Rocking Chair, ash, woven seagrass.
Photos; l/oyd Park.

began potting I 6 years ago afierstudying
at Otago Polytec/iniefor a Diploma in

Fine and Applied Arts and a Certificate in
Ceramics. After making domestic ware for
about ll) years I started to experiment with
low-temperature .saltifuining.

The three-dimensional design process
interests me more than the decoration so I
chose the sale/"timing because it is in keeping
with the simple forms that I produce. I In to
give these pots something of a sculptural
presence and deliberately get rid of the
throwing lines so that they don 't compete with
the form or the fumed decoration. I am
developing new work all the time and have
recently begun salt-fuming terracotta with
some interesting results.

I have exhibited my work both nationally
and internationally and sell to outlets
throughout New Zealand, I am also a member
ofthe Hokitika Craft Cooperative Gallery.

F

lflfii 3r

i-l 25 TANCRED STREET. HOKlTlKA
NEW ZEALAND

,.

aw
.

.
.

TELEPHONE 0—3—755 8802
OPEN 7 DAYS 8.303m—5.00pm g
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Chris Weaver
Potter 0 Hokitika

Chris Weaver
P O Box 258
Hokitika.
03 755 6815



Marc Zuckerman
Furniture Maker 0 Westland

Marc Zuckerman
Kowhitirangi R D l

Hokitika.
03 755 7800

Top;
Hall, Entrance, Side Table,

heart rimu with mahogany inlay
Lower;

Praying Mantis Chair - Ode to Reitveld
painted ash and leather.
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fl came to New Zealand in I 97] as an
exploration geologist with my wife Jan,

after working in the US. andAustralia. Seven
years as a geologist made me realise I was not
a company man.

One day after work I suggested to my wife
that we try and build our own house and stay
on the West Coast. This came as a shock as I
had never owned a hammer be ore coming to
New Zealand. I hired a joiner friend from
Christchurch who taught me a lot during the
fourmonths ofconstruction as we made all the
windows, doors and joinery. People soon
started requesting me to make solid timber
kitchens and then furniture for their houses.
Furniture making and design soon became an
overwhelming interest. I am inspired by
modern designs which have stood the test of
time and become classics.

My own designs are minimalist using the
least amount ofpieces to achieve the desired
function and eflect. The simplicity ofsome of
the Polynesian artifacts andAsian design also
aflects my work.
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Recent/y [have diversified and along with
furniture produce a range ofhigh quality gift
items including flatware bowls and boards.
These areproduced by inysel/andmy assistant.

I was selectedfor the NZ Crafts Council
Index of Craft Workers. In 1985 I received a
QEIIAI'ts Council grant to attenda woodwork
symposium in the U. S. In 1990 I was one of'two
furniture makers included in the Wanganui
Wood Symposium which was funded by the
QEIIArts Council.

Annually I teach a short block course on
furniture design at the Christchurch
Polytechnic Art and Design Department to
Craft Design students.

.1 ohn Crawford‘s work is singularly
personal and of “sell“. It is founded on

the beliefthat all art should find a path between
observation, memory and impulse.

Crawford’sdrawings,figurative sculpture
and collaborative functional ware may at first
appear separate, however, this is not the case,
each discipline enjoys a mutually
interdependent relationship. This is the strength
of his work; a free movement from drawings
and paintings, tableware to sculpture, allows
the artist to develop a truly personal style
which is now held fast in his current work.

Crawford remains constant to several
common themes — equestrians, the offering of
food, and a preoccupation with vessel making.
John Crawford’s figures are simplified and
rendered into basic statements, he tests their
limits by making them as “non literal” as
possible. At his best the horse and figure
transform into metaphor, dealing with the
emotions experienced, so elevating the work
beyond mere representation.

Crawford has been a full time ceramic
artist since 1968 and has exhibited widely
throughout New Zealand and internationally.
The most recent exhibition was held in June
1991 at Galerie blS — Neue Keramik. Munich
in Germany.

Enquiries for work can be made by
contacting John and Anne Crawford at the
above address. Their work is also available at
Hector Gallery, Palmerston Street, Westport.
Phone (03) 789 6378.

Trade enquiries are welcome.

SOUTH ST
GALLERY

John Crawford
Potter . Westport

John Crawford
Hector Pottery,
One Main Road,
Ngakawau,
Via Westport,
New Zealand.
()3 782 8107
Top;
Two Padlock Horses - Rider with Fish Key, iron, titanium
glaze, on-glaze enamels, 6 l0 x 580mm.
Leh,‘
Red Horse and Rider, chrome red glaze, 390 x 5 l 0 mm,
Centre;
Woman With Cat and Dish,
descriptive plate, earthenware,
290mm diameter.
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Jenny Barraud
Fibre Artist 0 Nelson

Jenny Barraad
10 Richardson Street,

Nelson,
New Zealand.

03 548 4619
Top;

Detail - Commentaries on the Evening Gotha.
Photo, Michael McArthur

lower;
Constellations of the Zodiac.

Photo; Peter Gibbs.
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fl nspirationfor my work comes from my
inner life and what is happening around

tne and is consequently personal in its content.
I Lise mixed media and often incorporate hand-
dyed and manipulated textiles to makeframed
assemblages.

Over the past ten years I have had work in
craft and multi—media exhibitions throughout
New Zealand. In [992 1 exhibited in
Threadworks at the Robert McDougall in
Christchurch, Fibre Interface at Te Taumata
Gallery in Auckland, and was a guest artist at
the Suter Art Gallery in Nelson.

In November 199/ [gained a Diploma in
Craft Designfrom the Nelson Polytechnic and
have since established SHARPWORKS at 3
Sharps Lane, Nelson. It is primarilv a textile
workshop, equipped for both the production
ofmy own work and to teach multimedia and
surface design on textiles to a wide range of
people in the community. I take studentsfrom
the Polytech Design Courses for work
experience, run recreational classes, weekend
workshops, and art and craft classes for
children.

I am also happy to do work on commission,
and may be contacted at the above address
and phone number.

Craft ’Dyers (juild‘offMew Zealand'lnc
T O '1?t 13 856, One/union,
flue/{[amf 6

Tillia Dyes
Box 82 194, Highland Park,
Auckland, Ph 09 534 I368.

Scntl SAL: I'nr catalogue

FABRIC MARBLING
Su lies

CARRAJEEENEN
ALUM

JACQUARD TEXTILE PAINTS

W hen I was a child I spread toothpaste
onto the backs ofplane tree leaves. Their

large surface covered wit/t the white paste
provided a canvas upon which topaint. [do not
remember wltat happened to those leaf
paintings. but I do know that this method of
adapting what is at hand in order to achieve a
specific result is the way I like to live and work.

Domestic ware being the natural
companion to my passion _fotjf0()d, cooking
and gardening is inspired by the way I like to
eat — regional, simple and seasonal - and I
make the pots to complement this.

Because I live in the clay bound hills of
Nelson I use terracotta partly slipped in white
clay, coated in brightly covered mix 'n 'match
glazes — reminiscent of the toothpaste
technique, and also later European influences
which taught me much about well worn and
much lovedpots as an enrichment to daily life.

My sculptural work, Xenoliths, are
conceptual, abstract, evocative! They 're
concerned with thoughts that bubble upfrom
the subconscious — that keep us in touch with

the spiritual side ofourselves, thoughts which
remind us oft/1e fragility and strength ofthe
human condition.

Sculptural or domestic, whatever I do, I
try to create objects that will keep people in
touch with the magic in life - that imaginative
force we often leave behindwith ourchildlttmd.

Works can be purchased or viewed at:
My shed (address above)
Suter Art Gallery. Nelson.
Master Works. Parnell. Auckland
Avid. Wellington
Pots 'n' Prints. 16 Tahunanui Dr. Nelson

Bronwyn Monopoli
Chartered Accountant

Upstairs 7 Village Mall
Queen St, Richmond, Nelson

Ph ()3 544 6149, Fax 03 544 6147

Christine Bosivijk
Potter 0 Nelson

Christine Boswijk
Hoddy Road (Coastal Highway to Mapua)
R D l.
Richmond,
Nelson.
03 544 2793

Top;
Bowl,
lel‘t,‘
Domestic Ware,
Photos; Peter Gibbs.
Centre;
Xenoliths,
Photo courtesy Dowse Art Museum.
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Vic Evans
Potter 0 Nelson

Vic Evans
15 Hunt Terrace

Wakefield
Nelson

New Zealand
()3 54] 84 l 3

Top;
Pacific Basket.

Lower;
Trinket Box.

Right;
Pacific Basket.

Photos; Peter Gibbs

SOUTH ST
GALLERY
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ie Evans became a professional potter/
ceramic artist in 1979. Since then he has

experimented extensively, particularly with
low firing techniques. His work has ranged
through a number of themes from the human
form to Pacific historical subjects.

Vie has exhibited regularly throughout
New Zealand having work accepted for the
Fletcher Challenge/Brownbuilt each year
between 1985 to 199 1 , receiving a MeritAward
in I986. He is an enthusiastic teacher who
enjoys sharing his knowledge and in turn
learning from others.

The work shown here continues his most
recent series which explores Pacific history
and culture. He sees the dilemma for new
Zealand clay artists as the difficulty of
establishing an identity in the Pacific with an
absense of ceramic tradition. In this series he
has used the ancient Japanese technique of
raku firing to explore the ideas he wishes to
express.

A bout 1976 [began carving bone because
it seemed an inexpensive hob/7y which

interested me. Turning that interest into an art
form was slow, but without meeting another

(atyerforseveralyears I developed techniques
which influence the work I produce.

Support and guidance from the Maori
community has been the greatest influence on
my calving. Therefore having my work on
Marae is the most satisfying acknowledgement
1 can achieve.

My attitude to carving bone is inspired by
that of traditional artists who strove for
excellence in order to please the spirit world.
Their understanding that harmony is the
balance ofspi ritual andphysical has enriched
both my life and catying. This becomes a
balancing of positive and negative design
elements in my catving, which produces strong
profile images.

A personal interest in the art of West
Coast Canadian people lead me to research
animalforms in MaoriArt. This is my current
focus through which I can also express my

love of; and concern/or nature. Animalforms
influenced by the Japanese Netsuke tradition
are another interest.

My work is available on Air New Zealand
international ‘l‘lights, at Kaikoura Tours
Whalewatch Gallery, some museum shops, or

through exhibitions and commissions. At
present studio space is being reorganised to
include sales display. [live and work in Hoddy
Road, ol'fthe Coastal Highway to Mapua.

TOUI‘S Limited
OFFICE: Kaikoura Railway Station

PHONE: 03 319 5045 FAX: 03 319 5045
‘ P O Box 89, Kaikoura

We at Kaikoura Tours look forward to
: showing you a whale of a time!

Brian Flintoff
Carver 0 Nelson

Brian Flintofl'
Hoddy Road.
R D l
Richmond
Nelson.
()3 544 2846
Left;
Nga Toa. From a series of three showing the growth,
manhood and fate of those who tread "Te Are 0 To", the
path of the war god. Beelbone, figures approx l20mm tall.
Right,‘
A dolphin family pendant, 50mm x 50mm.
lower;
Tauihu. Whale bone on soapstone, lOO x l50mm,
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Steve Fullmer
Potter 0 Nelson

Steve Fullmer
R D 1 Upper Moutere

Tasman
Nelson.

()3 526 6765
Top;

Slim Harpo
Centre;

The Purifier
Right;

Mudfish.
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LOFT GALLERY
CHRISTCHURCH

RICCARTON
RACECOURSE

[’1103 342 5800
l’ 0 Box 6084
Christchurch

Tuesday - Sunday 10am to 4pm

Sponsors of Steve Fullmer.
The Loft Gallery also sponsors

and deals in the following
artists:

Toss Woollaston - Painter
Philip Trusttum - Painter

Jeff Brown - Painter
Catherine Bagnall ~ Painter

Anne Rush — Painter
Bruce Mitchell - Sculptor
Bruce Hammond . Painter

Dean Venrooy - Painter

u always wanted to be a painter, but along that path I
became involved with that uniquely expressive

material called clay.
My earliest influences were the strong, simple storage

utensils oft/7e North American Indian andAfrican cultures.
To this day I still use those classic uncomplicated shapes,
but now I treat them as a canvas to paint clay slip on to,
washing away some oft/1e slip to reveal a time weathered
clay pot reminiscent of ancient artifacts and their
metamorphosis through the passage of time and use.

My work is available through my own gallery and:
Loft Gallery, Christchurch
Suter Art Gallery, Nelson
Art of Living, Nelson
Avid, Wellington
Recherche, Wellington
Master Works, Auckland
Compendium, Auckland
Applied Arts, Christchurch

fl consider myself lucky to have been
introduced to pottery. I was happily

employed in an office when my wife Lynne saw
some pottery in a shop window and decided
she would like to learn to make her own.
Several years later, when she had purchased
a wheel and an electric kiln, I became
increasingly interested in what was happening
to the clay and glazes. Eventually I decided to
make a pot while Lynne was at a pottery
meeting. I was hooked.

In 1976, after two years ofevening classes
andafewpots in my spare time, [thought/was
good enough to make a living from my work.
I realised several years later that success was
due to a large public demandfor hand made
pottery and insufficient supplies. Five years
later I was as good as I had imagined myself
to be when [first started potting fulltime.
Eight hours a day was a good way to learn.

All of my early work was electric fired
functional stoneware. I still enjoy making
functional pieces, but much of my present
work is raku with a copper-mutt glaze which

gives a vast range of colours with some
amazing patterns. I am also spending a lot of
my time making veryfine “bowls” with bright
primary colours contrasting against mat!
black. ’

SOUTH ST
GALLERY
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David Gi'ifiith
Potter 0 Nelson

David Griffith
8 Maire Street,
Tahunanui,
Nelson.
03 548 5430
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Gavin Hitchings
Goldsmith/Jeweller . Nelson

Gavin Hitclzings
o7 Weka Street.

Nelson.
()3 548 3339

Top;
Brooch-Objects, I991.

Lengths, 65mm & 90mm, stg silver, line gold, copper.
Centre;

Kite/Boulder Brooches, I992.
Lengths 65mm, stg silver & enamel.

Right;
Boulder Brooch l992.

Length 70mm, stg silver, nickel silver, gilding metal.
Photos; Murray Hedwig.

F oldsmith/Jeweller. Tutor in Craft
Design/Jewellery at the SchoolofVisua]

Arts. Nelson Polytechnic.
Has exhibited widely in New Zealand and

works are held in private collections in NZ.
U.S.A.. U.K.. Finland. Australia. and Japan.

I am very partial to the idea that
”Jewellery" is best described through the
succinct Greek word “Kosmos " which, besides
meaning jcnvellery, also means order, world
and space. Contempm‘arv definitions ofwhat

.jewellery is orsltould be, will always be subject
to individual, communal and cultural
perspectives. Forme, the wider that definition
becomes, the more satisfying it is since it
removes the need to comply with potentially
narrow, pre—set and anachronistic
conventions.

It is within such a wide definition, that
jewellery can reflect a remarkably diverse
range of ideas, emotions and ornamental
possibilities where the central concern is not
what it might be worth in terms of material
value, but rather what its value may be in
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terms of engaging the personal sympathies
and aesthetic responses of the owner.

Therein lies my starting point.
My work attempts to convey context and

content whilst also exploiting a range of
ornamental possibilities consistent with the
decorative and wearable.

The two “brooch ob/ects " illustrated here,
reflect apreoccu/nttiim with images ofdetritus,
flotsam, derelict wharves and other
decomposing structures associated with our
beaches andforeshores. Similarly, the related
“boulder” brooches are concerned with the
integration of selected marine architectm‘al
elements within, and sometimes on, naturally
occurring rock forms.

lass artists Ola and Marie Hiiglund have
been established in Nelson since 1984.

Both trained at Orrefors glass school and at
Kosta Boda in Sweden.

They spent three years (1978—1981)
tutoring glassblowing and glass engraving
techniques in Swaziland. working for the
Swedish government, before immigrating to
New Zealand in 1982.

At the glass blowing studio in Richmond,
Ola and Marie have developed a large range of
glassware for everyday use, based on the
Simplicity of Scandinavian design, but with a
strong Pacific feel.

Their range oftableware consists of wine
goblets, candlesticks, salad bowls, jugs,
tumblers. bowls and vases, together with a
range of clear glass oil and french dressing
bottles presented in wooden crates.

Their work is available at selected outlets
throughout New Zealand.

In 1989 the Hoglunds were awarded the
ANZ Bank Award at the New Zealand

Academy of Fine Arts to add to two other
awards already to their credit.

In 1990 they again won an award at the
New Zealand Academy ofFine Arts. this time
the NZ Craft Award ‘90.

Ola and Marie have exhibited their
contemporary art glass in both the North and
South Islands and Japan.

Selected New Zealand outlets include:
Applied Art New Zealand. Cashl‘ields. 1st
Floor, 154—158 Cashel Street. Christchurch.
Phone (03) 772 898
Clayshapes, Oriental Pde, Wellington.
Otago Museum Gallery. Great King Street.
Dunedin.

\x. v ' L
Ola & Marie Hb'glund
Glass Artists . Nelson

01a and Marie H'o’glund
Richmond.
Nelson.
()3 544 6500
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Paul Laird
Potter 0 Nelson

Paul Laird
Waimea Pottery

Craft Habitat
Richmond Deviation

Richmond
Nelson.

03 544 7481

m aving parents involved in the handcra/t
pottery industry, it was quite natural to

be surrounded by such objects from an early
age. Undoubtably theirs was my strongest
influence, but like othersiblings [avoided any
real contact with the industry until aftertertiary
education. Appropriately enough I studied
chemistry and geology and thus approached
from a technical, analytical point of view as
opposed to the less defined artist’s view.

My initial involvement was to join a
production workshop to learn and hone the
skills of a handcraft domestic ware potter.
This approach has proven invaluable to
provide an income and to familiarise myself
with the medium. The understanding of clay
and its capabilities is possible only through
the repetition ofproduction throwing. So too
are the rhythms andpace required to optimise
the material ’s capacity with obvious
adjustments needed seasonally.

As clay is probably the most expressive of
all the craft mediums it is a constant challenge
to achieve desired results and constantly
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reminds us that the unknownfactors ofmaking
andfiring serves to bothfrustrate and delight
with the uncertainty of thefinished product.

Whilst stillproducing domestic ware more
oftny time is being spent on more whimsical
sculptural pieces and as a foil to this the
sometimes brashness oflustreware.

m y training is as a draLights/7erson. My
interest in pottery stems from pottery

classes in 1979. In I98] [began pottingfitll
time andfor several years I produced a wide
range of reduced, brush decorated domestic
stoneware.

In I 989 a shift to Trass Valley, 30km south
ofNelson, coincided with an interest in using
brighter colours in my work. At this stage I
chose to go to all electric kilns.

My work could be described as controlled
in that I have aformal approach to design -
concepts, shapes and designs all begin on
paper, and may develop into a group orseries.

I make many decorative pieces, often
combining othermedia such asfibre and steel,
that have nofixnction other than to please the
eye, but] enjoy making things that people use
and enjoy every day — hence mypreoccupation
With the challenge to produce goodfunctional
domestic ware.

Ihave exhibited in many groups exhibitions
throughoutNew Zealandand in 1986 my work
was chosen as most excellent among those

selectedfor the New Zealand Society ofPotters
exhibition ”Pacific Link - a New Zealand
Perspective", held in Vancouver, British
Columbia to coincide with Expo ‘86.

I have work in permanent collections in
the Ha wkes Bay Museum and Art Gallery, the
Southland Museum and Art Gallery, and the
SuterArt Gallery in Nelson.

In I99] my husband Doug joined the
pottery and together we produce a wide range
ofcontemporary tableware.

SOUTH ST
GALLERY

Meg Latham
Potter 0 Nelson

Meg Latham
Trass Valley
R D l
Wakefield
Nelson.
03 541 8605
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Vicki Mathison

Potter ° Nelson

Vicki Mathison
256 Bridge St,

Nelson.
03 548 7755

SOUTH ST
GALLERY

y time with clay is divided between
producing domestic ware, tutoring in

Craft/Design at Nelson Polytech, and
sculptural piecesfor exhibition.

I am constantly awed by the notion ofclay
as containing the bones and memories of
ancestors and dinosaurs. These memories,
along with messages and echoes carriedacross
centuries, cultures and boundaries are
recurring themes when lam working with clay
in a more conceptual expressive mode.

I am becoming increasingly aware that a
myriad of experiences, indirectly or
subconsciously, creep into the making ofthese
pieces - feelings, responses and images from
interactions, movies recently seen, walking on
glaciers, listening to music, a Garfield strip,
dogs careening through sandhills...

Itseemsalmost unavoidable thatfragments
ofwhatever is happening at any given point of
time will make their mark, regardless of my
original intention.

Equally important to me is the making of
functional domestic ware - mugs and bowls
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that have always had such a central role in
people’s everyday life.

was born in Nelson, New Zealand. In
I966 I commenced a five year

apprenticeship at Waimea Craft Pottery in
Nelson under Jack Laird » qualifying as a
Master Potter in I97]. Following this I
travelled and worked in potteries in Australia
and England, \r'isiting Europe and South Africa
— and later South America and England again.

Today I have a well established gallery
and workshop in Brightwater, Nelson, where
I produce a wide range ofdomesticware and
ceramic art pieces in stoneware, terracotta
and porcelain. In I 974 we established Macs
Mud Co, a clayfactory where we producefive
diflerent clay bodies supplying our own needs
and potters throughout New Zealand.

I have exhibited widely and successfully
in New Zealand and overseas. My work can be
found in a great many private and public
collections. I am New Zealand 's only member
of the International Academy of Ceramics
(Geneva) and I am currently the designerfor
Temuka Pottery. In I 989 I received an M. 8.5.
fOr my services to pottery in New Zealand.

Decoration has always been a feature of
my work. [often work on many divergent ideas
simultaneously. The expression of the
decoration is often at the forefront and the
clay structure becomes a surf/ace, like a canvas
to decorate. The balance between the form
and the decoration is crucial.

Much ofmy work reflects my environment,
both my local habitat ol'Nelson and the greater
New Zealand scene. My move to painting on
paper has led to an interchange oftechniques
from clay to paper and vice-versa, giving
interesting new effects.

I enjoy taking domestujfmms and putting
them into the abstract. The teapot theme is an
on -going journey.

MANUFACTURERS OF POTTERY CLAY-
128 ELLIS ST 0 BRIGHTWATER ' NELSON

PHONE 03 542 3585

I

Royce McGloshen
Potter 0 Nelson

Royce McGlashen M.B.E.
MCGlashen Pottery,
128 Ellis Street,
Brightwater,
Nelson.
Phone: 03 542 3585
Gallery Hours:
Monday - Friday 9am — 5pm.
Open weekends in summer.
Others by arrangement.
Available for commissions.
lelt,‘
Triiorm, 230 x 280mm.
Right;
Western Hills, l60 x 350mm.
Lower;
Bay Bowl, 350mm diam.
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Willa Rogers
Baskelmaker 0 Nelson

Willa Rogers
49 Bay View Road,

Atawhai,
Nelson.

03 545 0292
Left;

Mask, hand made paper and
pine needles, 280mm diam.

Right;
Mask, hand made paper and
natural Fibres, 270 x 420mm.

Lower;
Paper Bowl, hand made paper and

pine needles, 270mm diam.
Photos; Willa Rogers.

have worked as a basketmaker for
several years and my love of natural

fibres has led me to paper making (made
solely from recycled fibres, mainly flax) and
the use of this paper in 30 forms. I love the
seasonal gathering and preparation offibres
and the challenge of transforming what is
dead and discarded into something that is
lasting and evocative. Through my work I
strive to convey afeeling ofthe past and ofthe
unnamed and unsung artists who through the
centuries have passed on their skills through
countless generations,

My work is shown in galleries throughout
New Zealand and isfeatured in Fabrications
by Anne Nicholas and Basketty Roundup
([99] and 1992), a US. publication.

In 199/ I was the recipient ofa grantfrom
the QE]! Arts Council to attend a basketry
conference and workshops in the UnitedStates.
I have taught workshops in many parts ofNew
Zealand and in my Nelson studio.
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E ecause I believe woodworkers must help
to direct demand away from beautiful

but increasingly rare timbers, I do most ofmy
turning in a species ofmaple which is readily
available in New Zealand but largely
undervalued because of its unfizshionable
paleness. It is this silvery paleness though
which makes it an ideal vehicle for my
exploration of surface decoration through
carving, calligraphy and colouring with acrylic
paint. Using thin washes ofcolour the grain
patterns are accentuated not obliterated and
in this way my vessels carry a more personal
message than that ofform alone.

I was born in 194 9 andgraduated BAfrom
Victoria University in 197]. In 1974 I began
an architecture degree in Auckland but left
afi‘eroneyearto buildmy own house. [learned
basic wood turning as an extension ofbuilding
skills then refined my techniques through
workshops with visiting overseas turners. 1
have exhibited extensively in both group and
solo shows since I 985 and in early 1990 was
chosen as one of two turners in a l 7 member,

I 2 day Wood Symposium at Wanganui,funded
by the QEI] Arts Council. Laterthatyear] was
awarded a QEII Arts Council travel grantfor
three months in the USA.

I share a studio workshop with woodcarver
Jill Gibens at Kaiteriteri Road, Motueka. My
work is also available at:
Compendium Gallery, 49 Victoria Road,
Devonport, Auckland.
Merilyn Savill Gallery, 273b Tinakori Rd,
Thorndon, Wellington
Cave Rock Gallery, The Arts Centre, Hereford
Street, Christchurch
The Crafts Council Gallery, Otago Museum,
Dunedin
del Mano Gallery, ll9l San Vicente Blvd,
Los Angeles.

ael Montgomerie
Woodlurner ' Riwaka

Gael Montgomerie
Kaiteriteri Road,
R D 3,
Motueka.
03 528 8757
Top;
Sycamore, acrylic paint, willow,
220 x i95mm & 300 x 95mm.
Lelt,‘
Cherry Blossom Bowl, sycamore, acrylic paint, willow,
430mm x 90mm.
Centre;
Sycamore, acrylic paint, willow, i909 x i65mm,
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Clem Mellish
Carver 0 Havelock

Clem Mellish
4 Wilson Street

Box 15
Havelock.

O3 574 2472
Left;

Design depicting a llame, pounamu.
Right;

Kia Pumau, pounamu.
Lower centre;

Te Merehi, pounamu.
Lower right;

Ripo Aroha, pounamu.
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aori of Nga Puhi descent, Clem lives
and works in the small idyllic harbour

town of Havelock situated at the head of
Pelorus Sound in the beautiful Marlborough
Sounds.

His love of daily walks through nearby
native bush beside the peaceful waters of Te
Hoiere is reflected in the flowing nature forms
ofhis work. The influence ofhis Maori ancestor
is also very strong in both his work and his life,
with his work always in demand on Marae. As
President ofthe regions’ Nga Puna Waihanga
branch of Maori Artists and Writers he also
returns a lot of his energy to his people.

Clem’s greatest love is working stone,
watching its colours emerge and adapting
design as the stone itself suggests. Pounamu
(New Zealand Jade) and Pakohe (Argillite)
are his favourite stones. This latter is a local
rock with a variety of colour variations and
flowing 0r mottled grain. It is very hard and a
highly prized material for traditional adze
making.

Another local stone, Takaka Marble, now
recognised by overseas sculptors, is his
preferred medium for stone sculpture.
Occasionally he carves bone with equal skill
but prefers working hard stone,

Despite being self-taught in these media,
Clem’s influence through informal teaching
at his workshop is significant.

While his most treasured commissions
have gone to the Maori world, through
exhibition sales his work has also spread to
parts of the whole world.

His studio, workshop and home is at 4
Wilson Street, Havelock. He also has work
available through:
Maori International, The Timber Mill and The
National Museum Shop in Wellington. I
Te Taumata Gallery and From N to Z, in
Auckland.
Gallery Hei Tiki in Rotorua.

have been weaving tapestries for 12
years, and have chosen to work in this

medium from a background in painting and
drawing, because I find it is a very exciting
andabsorbing artform. The process ofmaking
tapestries is no different now than it was
generations ago, and its design possibilities
are endless. The content and structure of the
work are so interdependent that one cannot
exist without the other and there is something
quite satisfying in creating a wholepiecefrom
nothing. The balance between the work of the
mind and the work of the hands, the tactile
qualities in the crossing of threads, the optical
blending of colours, depth and richness of
tone, and the exquisite gradations oftints that
are possible with tapestry, make this medium
exhilarating to work with. It is also an ideal
medium to complement architectural or
corporate spaces.

My designs are inspired largely by many
aspects of nature, by colour, shape and the
contrasts of light and dark. I enjoy
experimenting with the breaking up ' and

distorting ofspaces and shapes into new and
interestingpatterns. Lately I have been working
withfaces and portraits. I enjoy working on a
commission basis, bot/1for private homes and
public spaces, and in thefuture would like to
workfurther in thisfield. Some o my pieces
hang in churches, hospitals and corporate
buildings within New Zealand. I also workfor
exhibition, having had solo exhibitions in
Auckland, Tauranga and Wellington, a
collaborative exhibition in Wollongong,
Australia, and have participated in numerous
group exhibitions in New Zealand, Australia
and America.

At present I am a director of the
INTERNATIONAL WEAVING SCHOOL of
NZ. with Birgite and Neale Armstrong, my
cowlirectors. l tutor in tapestry weaving,
drawing and design. Our studio, Studio 22 is
an Access Studio, sponsored by the QEII Arts
Council to take craft graduate students as
trainees for up to I2 months.

Tapestry Weaver 0 Picton

Marilyn Rea-Menzies
Tapestry Weaver
22 Broadway
P O Box 313
Picton.
03 573 6966
Top;
The Boycoun‘ Tapestries, 20 overlapping panels ranging in
size lrom 600 x 900mm to 2700 x l800mm, total size,
20m x l.8m. Commissioned by Tauranga City Council tor
the Centennial Theatre in Baycourt, Tauranga. Woven by

Marilyn Rea-Menzies and Jill Kobayashi,
Leh;
I Am, 270 x 220mm, miniature tapestry, exhibited at Small
Expressions, Oregon, l 991.
Centre;
Homage To Picasso - The Dream, 102 0 x 9 iOmm.

Winner, "Originality in Form " award, Avenue One
interiors Art Award, Tauranga, 199i
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Aimeke Barrett
Potter 0 Wellington

Anneke Borren.
Winspeai's

I77 Vivian St
Wellington

()4 382 8331
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nneke Borren was born in Holland, and
emigrated to New Zealand in 1963. later

becoming a New Zealand citizen. She attended
the School of Fine Arts at Ilam and has since
travelled extensively, studying ceramics in
the Pacific, the Americas and Europe. Her aim
was to visit and study a variety of societies and
civilisations, both living and extinct and
research the part that ceramics played in the
day to day and ritual life of the community.

Sheis nowinchargeoftheclay department
at Whitireia Polytechnic, Porirua, and also
teaches weekend and summer schools
throughout New Zealand.

In 1992 shejoined Winspear'sco—operative
workshop as an individual artist. Her work is
available from the New Zealand Academy of
Fine Arts exhibitions, exhibitions throughout
New Zealand and The Potters’ Shop and
Gallery, 14 Woodward Street, Wellington,
phone (04) 473 8803.

moved to Wellington from Auckland in
August 1992. [have set up in a studio at

177 Vivian Street (Winspear’s). Also at this
time I was awarded a Major Creative
Development Grant from the QEll Arts
Council. I am now concentrating my energies
on one particular area ofwarm glass, namely
Pate—de»Verre, and hope to mount a solo
exhibition in thefitture.

My work up to this point has been mostly
three dimensional sculptural pieces, using
3mm plate glass, enamels and lustres, but I
also make lights, platters and bowls.

1 exhibit throughout New Zealand and
overseas. I have been teachingfinthepastfive
years at Carrington Polytechnic Design
School. As only one piece can be made in my
kiln at a time, because ofthe idiosyncracies of
glass, my output is small but my work is
available at Master Works and Compendium
in Auckland, Avid in Wellington and in
exhibitions. I also work to commission. A need
to createform using glass is my drivingforce
and a desire to make something beautiful and
unique.

Lyndsey Handy
Glass Artist 0 Wellington

Lyndsey Handy
Winspear's
177 Vivian St
Wellington
04 382 8331
Top;
Fused, controlled lorm, trapped enamels, 400 x l80mm,
W92.
lower;
Galaxy Series, 400 x lAOmm, paté de verre, I992,
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Patti Meads
Potter ' Wellington

Patti Meads
77 Calcutta Street

Khandallah
Wellington 4
04 479 2340

Top;
Centripetal Form.

Lower Centre;
Barium copper glaze with gold and

variegated leaf.
Right;

Plate, sawdust smoked gold lustre.
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A former Vice-President and President of
the Wellington Potters’ Association and

now a life member.
In 1972 gainedjuried membership of the

New Zealand Society of Potters and Artist
Membership ofthe New Zealand Academy of
Fine Arts and in 1979 was awarded the
Lombard Art Award for pottery from the
Academy.

During the 19705 had work in touring
exhibitions in Australia, London and Brussels
and in the 19805 in Canada and Brisbane. In
1982 and 1986 submitted work for the
International Exhibition at Faenza in Italy and
was accepted.

Has exhibited as guest artist with societies
throughout New Zealand selecting exhibitions
forthose societies and the New Zealand Society
of Potters and held demonstration schools in
the North and South Island.

Is represented in public collections in
museums and Art Galleries in New Zealand as
well as New Zealand House, London; The
Modern Art Museum, Manila, Philippines;

and the Power House Museum, Sydney,
Australia.

Publications include NZ Potter; Craft NZ,
Blumhardt and Brake 198 1 ; Crafts, Peter Cape
1982; Portrait of a Century, Robin Kay and
Tony Eden 1983', Profile: 24 New Zealand
Potters, Cecilia Parkinson and John Parker.

Best known for her work in porcelain with
lustre decoration, has widened her range,
because of overlooking Wellington Harbour,
to include larger slab built and press moulded
pieces which are burnished, decorated with
sulphates or low fired glazes and sawdust
smoked.

Outlets include Art New Zealand in
London; Master Works and Carls in Auckland;
242 Gallery, Hastings; Wanganui Arts Centre,
Wanganui; Merilyn Savill Gallery and New
Zealand Academy of Fine Arts, Wellington;
The Cave Rock Gallery and CSA in
Christchurch; and a large variety of work is
always on display at the Studio.

A qualified Architectural Technician from
the Netherlands, Rob Waanders came to

New Zealand in 1967 and took up woodturning
as a hobby in 1978, which over the years
developed to a near full time occupation.

In Rob’s country of origin most timbers
have to be imported, there is no wood on the
beaches, no wood in the rivers, no firewood
heaps to collect interesting pieces from, the
few forests consist mostly of man made Pinus
Radiata and most trees are protected even in
your own backyard. For that reason, the words
“waste wood” are not in Rob’s vocabulary.
Because of his fascination for NZ. native
timbers and its abundance on beaches and in
rivers, he enjoys collecting wood and making
shapes and forms using the natural defects of
the wood. He also makes functional pieces in
New Zealand native and exotic timbers which
he sells on commission, from exhibitions,
from the multi—media co—operative gallery of
which he is a full member and from his home
studio by appointment.

Rob has had work exhibited in the
Wellington Art Gallery, Crafts Council

Gallery,atthe Academy ofFine Arts(including
as a guest artist), Rotorua Bath House Gallery,
the Dowse ArtGallery,LowerHutt,andjoined
Clayshapes Co—operative Gallery in 1987 by
invitation. He won the first prize for the most
innovative woodturning at the first New
Zealand wide woodturning exhibition in
Putaruru, and was selected on the Crafts
Council of NZ Craft Index in 1989. Visiting
Mingei potter Tatsuzo Shimoaka from Japan,
one of the world’s greatest living Mingei
potters, bought five pieces of Rob’s work.

Rob was founding secretary for the
Wellington Guild of Woodworkers 1984,
founding editor of Cambium, the Wellington
Guild’s publication, founding editor of
Faceplate, official publication of the National
Association ofWoodturners ofNZ, contributed
to founding the Palmerston North Guild of
Woodworkers and co—ordinated the first
Wellington two day woodturners seminar.
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Rob Wanders
Wood Turner ' Pukerua Bay ' Wellington

Rob Waanders,
41 Sea Vista Drive,
Pukerua Bay,
Wellington.
04 239 9680
Top; Head Log Kauri Bowl, 370 x 50mm; Kowhai Bowl,
330 x 60mm; Heart Kauri Bowl, 420 x 80mm.
Left; Ash Ovoid, 150x lOOmm.
Centre; Off-centre Rewa Rewu Box with Rota Lid, 125x 75mm

3 .. K
pp H I u]

GALLERY

236 Orlental Parade
Wellinglon

Daily 10 — 6pm

236 Oriental Parade
04 384 4215, Wellington

Fine selection from local
and national exhibitors in

POTTERY ° WOOD ' SILK
BONE ' GLASS ° JEWELLERY



Paul Winspear
Potter 0 Wellington

Paul Winspear,
108 Overtoun c,

Wellington 3.
()4 386 1453
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m aul was born in York in the middle ofthe
war and misspent his youth in the Royal

Navy. He went to Western Australia as a £l0
migrant in the late 60s where he used his
building and engineering skills until evening
classes in cyclonevdevastated Darwin sparked
the discovery of his “true vocation". Paul
became a “mature“ student potter at Darwin
Community College and went on to study
under Victor Greenaway in Victoria.

A move to New Zealand in 1980 lead to
sharing of work and knowledge with Jim
Greig, George Kojis. Julia Van Helden and
Jean McKinnon among others.

A year’s travel in India, Nepal and
Indonesia in the late 80s added to Paul’s
knowledge of potting (and survival skills).

Paul is a founding member of the Potters
Shop Co—operative in Wellington.

In 1991 Paul established “Winspear’s” a
mixed media workshop in Wellington City
where passers—by can both view the craft
process and buy at workshop prices. This

venture was assisted by Queen Elizabeth II
Arts Council.

Why do lpot? Because I love doing it.’
[like mypots to look andfeel alive in terms

of both colour and shape...not necessarily to
m light but to m light.

I enjoy feeling the turning marks, the
crispness and the strength ofa pot.

I want people to use my pots as well as
look at them, and I love to see the looks on
people 'sfaces when one ofmy potsjumps out
at them...

Paul’s work can be found at:
“Winspear‘s”, 177— 179 Vivian St. Wellington.
Ph: (04) 382 8331
The Potter‘s Shop. Woodward St, Wellington.
Ph: (04) 473 8803
The Village Gallery, Hataitai Village.
Wellington
The Courtyard Pottery. Rutland St.
Christchurch
Artisans. The Square. Palmerston North.

A s a New Zealander, I am influenced by
both Maori and Pakeha cultures, both of

which have a long tradition ofriclmess, which
has benefited me as an artist.

I ’m attracted by ancient artifacts and
attempt to translate their influences into
contemporary concepts, oflasting quality, by
creating a timeless object to be enjoyed now
or in a thousand years.

My_finished works can be body adornment,
handheldsculpture orofa larger,free standing
nature. [ have worked on large murals. The
materials I generally use are cowbone, whale
ivory/bone, jade, stone, antler, metal or wood.

My philosophy is, to be an artist carver, 1
not only carve but I also teach carving and
pass on knowledge in thatfield. I research and
share with others a life style that I value
highly. Clearly, I see myselfas a link between
past andfuture carvers.

About 1969 I started carving ivory and
bone seriously. At that time, there was no
“bone"carving available inshopsorgalleries
and no one else carving bone professionally,

in New Zealand. Be ore then I had travelled
extensively, working in museums and
arclmeological sites. In I 9771 went wandering
again, through North, Central and South
American, back to Europe, later Australia,
and Japan/Taiwan in I 990, bringing my total
to 78 countries.

Now I 'm exhibiting each year in Tokyo
with the Japan Netsuke Carvers Association;
giving workshops/ lectures in and out ofNew
Zealand, on carving; and teaching carving
through NZ Polytechnics and I am resident
tutor at Whitireia Polytechnic at Porirua.

I work and sellfrom my home studio at
Paraparaumu, where serious visitors are
welcome by appointment. Most of my work is
by commission. My collection ofancient craft
has become an attraction for visiting VIPs.

Owen Mapp
Carver 0 Paraparaumu

Owen Mapp
1 l8 Ruapehu St,
Paraparau mu.
()4 298 8392
Top leh;
Taniwha - Dragon Plaque, wholebone & paua, l990 - a
comment on the NZ bi-cultural state, Collection ol Shetlield
Publications. Photo; Helen Mitchell.
Top right;
Troll Head, cowbone & horn, l990, 90mm long.
Lower right;
Saki Cup, cowbone, l99l, 50mm.
Bottom left;
Feather Wrapped Fledgling, l99l, tagua nut & horn,
30 x 30 x 30mm.
Bottom centre;
Koru Disc, whalebone, 160mm diam. Collection Auckland
Museum.
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Pamella Annsouth
Porter 0 Te Horo

Parnella Annsouth
P O Box 6,

Te Horo.
06 364 3 l 45

Top lelt,‘
Shino Bowl, 3 l0 x l80mm.

Right;
Spirit of Gaia, Waikanae Sculpture Garden project, 890 x

l820mm,
Lower left;

Blond Torso, l70 x 350mm.

ach morning at dawn our garden and
outdoor gallery becomes electric with

birdsong. An ongoing questforme is to capture
the “essence " ofthe birds, and their singing
within bowl forms. A love affair with clay
began in earnest in the mid 70s. I 'd always
kept a plastic bag of ochre coloured
earthenware about me since first introduced
to it during my Fine Arts prelim year.

Clay is such a responsive medium, and
retaining its character, or “truth to materials
is important to me.

"Diverse ”, could describe my work which
falls roughly into somefive groups:
wheelthrown pots, slabware, wall tile pieces,
sculptural forms, portrait sculpture.

I ’m often commissioned to design and
make workfor offices, homes, gardens, clubs
and trophiesfor sports groups. Most recently
I’ve completed a large relief(see photo)for
the Waikanae sculpture garden.

Occasionally I send work to Art New
Zealand in London, and sell, apart from
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exhibitions, onlyfrom the studio and outdoor
gallery] share with my husband, Mirek Sinisek.

We are at Te Horo, which is on Highway
No. 1, approximately 50km north of
Wellington. Our gallery is open every day.

m aker of domestic and decorative
stoneware and porcelain and saltglazed

stoneware and porcelain. Started potting in
1948.

Creativity is one of the most, ifnot the
most, important activityfor people to engage
in. Many ofthe problems ofthe contemporary
world will be minimised ifcreative activity
becomes a significant part of our lives.

Pottery with the exciting challenge of
mastery and sensitive handling ofthe elements
- earth - water —fire, oflers tremendous scope
forfulfilment. There is a great adventurefor
anybody willing to be sincerely involved and
appreciative of the SPIRIT OF CLAY.

It is important to aim to make apot which
will fulfill our desire and need to surround
ourselves with aesthetically healthy objects
which should not only be admired for their
beauty, but have much of theirfulfilment in
frequent handling and use.

This needs deep involvement, feelingfor
materials and form, understanding offiring
and sincere dedication. Motivation - be itfor

a humble mug, large vase or clay sculpture,
should be a genuine commitment and desire to
create an object which has vitality and warmth,
as well as reflecting human spirit.
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Mirek Smi’svek
Potter ' Te Horo

Mirek Smi’sek, 0.B.E.
Main Highway
Te Horo
Horowhenua.
06 364 3145
lelt;
Bowl, salt glazed.
Right;
Bottle, salt glazed.
Lower lelt,‘
Bowl, salt glazed.
Centre;
Bowl, shino glaze.



Wi Taepa
Potter 0 Levin

Wi Te Tau Pirika Taepa
16 Trafalgar St

Levin
06 368 2081

«asst»,

fl descendji‘onr Te Arawa, Ngati Pikiao.
and Te Rorrro-terangi. Levin being my

place of residence.
In [968 [joined the NZArmy posted to the

[st Iii/antry Battalion serving in Vietnam in
[969-7]. On leaving the Army I obtained
employmentas a Prison Officer and worked at
Witako Prison for nine years. While there I
taught inmates a cross—section of crafts
including traditional Maori Carving, bone.
leather, cane and copper work. Two highlights
of that time were the completion of two pous
now erected in the Michael Fowler Centre,
also the completion oft/7e Orongomai meeting
house. [985 saw me employed as a residential
social worker at Kohitere Boys" Farm.

Here I used craft as a vehicle to counsel
“the boys ", holding workshops and carving a
meeting house until the closure of Kohitere.
Accepting redundancy at the closure of
Kohitere gave me the opportunity to pursue
formal training in art. I chose Whitireia
because ofthe kaupapa of the course with its
emphasis on Polynesian art. I have completed
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afouryearDiplmna in Craft Design, majoring
in woodcarving, jewellery and ceramics.

Over the pastfour years I have:
- displayed my work in nine exhibitions. as

guest artist infive.
' attended ten workshops in pottery and

silversmithing
° tutored at Maraeroa Carving School.

Levin Learning Centre, Arohata Women 's
Prison, Whitireia Community Polytechnic

0 participated in the design and execution
ofnine large Public Commissions and had [7
favourable reviews.

In the future [plan to develop work for
national and international exhibitions helping
to make clay and silver media that are
recognised as legitimate Maori art forms.

m ith his feet firmly grounded on the bare
earth floor of his outdoor studio, uprivcr

from Wanganui city, Alan Brown creates a
fascinating range ofbeautifully designed objects.

Whether it be delicate carving and
jewellery or architecturally commissioned
furniture, the same sense of proportion and
form are evident.

Alan draws from his Celtic and Maori
ancestry in his design work as well as showing
a strong empathy with the Asian aesthetic.

With the help of QEII Arts Council and
strongly supported in his work by his partner
Naomi, family and friends, the sacred urge to
create has found in this man an explorer,
whose exuberance and vision are matched by
his skill to deliver.

When there is ‘ love for somebody or
something there is a relationship — a dialogue
of some sort at some level...

My collective works reflect my dialogue,
my relationship with the Earth itself, and with
Tane (Maori God ofForest and Birds).

In the creativeprocess, symbols ofourculture
and times are captured in the objects. These
Symbols live on to communicate something ofthe
present to generations yet to come.

Recent Exhibitions include:
1987: Jade oi'the Pacific: Southland Art Museum
1988: NZ Artists Exhibition: Expo ’88 Brisbane
1988: International Friendship Exhibition:
Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum
1989: International Challenge Crafts Biennale,
Auckland Museum — Winner
1991 : Aspects ofAsia Pacific Crafts. Kyoto, Japan
1992: Conversations with Tane (solo show),
Dowse Art Museum
1992: Ofthe Hand (solo show), Masterworks
1991 : Commissioned by Athfield Architects:
design and build reception desk and wooden
fixed furniture, Wellington City Library.

Alan specialises in award trophies and
corporate gift items utilising the very finest of
New Zealand‘s materials, and has a passion
for making exquisitely crafted folding knives.

Alan’s work is available from his studio.
Also from: »
Blue Touch, 239 The Terrace, Wellington,
Phone 04 499 4903
Cave Rock Gallery, Christchurch.
Phone 03 365 1634
Master Works, Parnell, Auckland.
Phone 09 309 5843

Alan Brown
Designer/Maker O Wanganui

Alan Brown
26 Quick Ave.
Wanganui.
()6 343 9251
Top; Leaping Temple Cat Dreams of Flight,
winner, Challenge Crafts Biennale, 1989.
Left; Lexus New Zealand International Violin
Competition Trophy.
Centre; Ceremonial Tray, Vessel, Knife.

s suzuna

SCSJ‘ori

Cameron House Restaurant
Wanganui.

Furniture designed and supplied by
Alan Brown
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' Rick Rudd
Potter ' Wanganui

Rick Rudd
68 Lincoln Road,

Wanganui.
()6 344 2940

Left;

Hand Form, l99l,
l l0 x 220 x 50mm.

Right;

Vessels, 1992,
50 x l30x 350mm and 90x 2l0 x llOmm.

Lower;

Cup & Saucer, l992,

290 x 360mm.
Photos; Rick Rudd.

Photo ot Rick Rudd by Jim Kelly.
POTTERS CLAY (NELSON) LIMITED

Supporting
Rick Rudd and

all New Zealand
potters

y training at art college in England was
inclined towards the sculptural but most

ofmy work since then has taken the vessel as
a theme, expressing it as a Itonflmctional
form. I use the techniques of pinching and
coiling to construct, and scraping and
burnishing to refine pieces, many of which
evolvefrom previous works rather than begin
as separate ideas. I use two claysfrom Potters
Clay in Nelson, SC80 and HGB with grog
added for texture and since I 978 have
concentrated on raku firing.

For me, this is a time of change. As a
recent recipient ofa QEII Arts Council major
creative development grant, I am
experimenting with new surface treatments to
make larger works (up to 1.5m tall) which
would be impossible to rakufire. These works
will also be black and white as my major
concern is with form, line and texture.

Much ofmy work is soldfrom exhibitions
throughout the country, either solo, group,
award or special exhibitions. My principal
dealer is Master Works inAuckland, although
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I do supply other outlets on an irregular basis
and am happy to receive commissions or sell
direct from h ome.

I enjoy teaching short term and generally
conduct two or three weekend schools per
year on request. I have exhibited in several
overseas countries, twice in the Faenza
International Exhibition (1981 and 1983) and
been included in all but three ofthe Fletcher
Brownbuilt/Challenge awards, winning once
(1978) and gaining three merit awards (1980.
1982 and 1983).

Iwasa participant in thefirst New Zealand
Ceramics Symposium in Dunedin (1988),

presidentoftheNewZealandSocietyofPotters
(1988-91), curated the Elizabeth Lissainan
retrospective exhibition at the Bath House
Museum, Rotorua (1991), selected the Spirit

ofClay Central RegionalArts Council touring
exhibition (1991) and am a member of the
Sarjeant Gallery Trust Board.

fl pot because I have a need to create and
get ideas down on clay in a three

dimensional way.
I enjoy the carving process on and through

a wheel thrown form, in order to alter the
vessel concept.

The vessel itself is often just a vehicle to
carry the carving. I am now moving more
towards a Celtic form of decoration. This
seems a natural progression from the
previously Maori influenced designs.

I work in porcelain for preference and
like to high fire work. [prefer using soluble
salts rather than covering up the carvings
with glaze.
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Anne Powell
Potter 0 Hunterville

Anne Powell
Poukiore Valley,
Hunterville.
06 522 8461
Top;
Kowhaiwhai Plate.
Lelt,‘
Kowhaiwhai Rim Carved Vessel.
Centre;
Celtic Plate. Photo; Howard Williams.
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Frangois Aries
Woodworker 0 Hawkes Bay

Francois Aries,
Box 8591‘

Havelock North.
Ph ()6 877 7302, Fax ()6 877 4167

Top;
Writing Table.

Centre;
Armchair.

Right;
Dining Table.

T he writing table is made ofkauri. It is the
second and latest of a series of such

tables. I have worked at giving it life by
ofiering to each angle, line and plane the
possibility to be square ornot, to be straight or
not, to beflat ornot. They were given individual
and global considerations. The table wants to
be e.\'perienced by the eye and by the hand. I
have a close affinity with this piece.

The armchair had a brief in three
directions: to combine the media of wood,
leather and metal ,' to use a simple vocabulary
ofform; and to experiment with alternative
ways to link crmiponents. The materials have
been selected and treated in such a way that
time and Lise will imbue the piece with an
ageless character. The casual ”tropical”style
is complimentarv to the preciousness of the
metal.

The design for this dining tablefor eight
sprung from the question: ”What is a table? "
To be acceptablvflat, stable, and the correct
height are the necessities. Once these are
secured, one is free to mine the artistic
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possibilities. I chose to experiment with
ceramic forms set on a wooden base. The
dialogue between the forms and the base
displaysflowing movement and is resolved in
tltejitnction o/support. The top, a quiet ellipse.
conveys a certain peacefulness.

W871!”

A.. 4

l' hea: '

A [‘1 knits are a bit like painting in wool.
The graph work is exciting to see as the

work comes alive on paper and then later
develops on the needles. A garment should be
ofthe highestquality wool available and should
be sewn together meticulously to represent
the “best" that New Zealand has to offer.
Quality garments will last longer.

Sherril Jennings experiments with
different wool plys, textures and stitches give
depth and feeling to the design. Sherril’s design
ideas are free flowing, original and come
straight from the heart. As many as 20 colours
are involved at one time, therefore Sherril
must use her keen colour sense to give the
finished garment an uninhibited “look”. A
sense of humour is evident in many of the
garments. One uses real door keys as fasteners
for a full length coat entitled “D00rways”.
(See photo)

Sherril’s work has origins in the colours
and tones of New Zealand nature and
landscape. Her keen sense of colour blending
and shading combined with a desire to explore

the limits of the fibre has resulted in designs
being selected for the Hawkes Bay Craft
Review in Napier and Hastings and last year
the Rothmans‘ Art Awards. The New Zealand
Woman’s Weekly “Bumper Jumper"
competition placed her child’sjumper in third
place. Sherril‘s ultimate goal is to be recognised
as one of New Zealand’s leading designers of
fibre garments.

Since deciding to market commercially,
Sherril has launched a range of individual
designer buttons to match her own and other
knitted garments. She has achieved export
successin America.Canada and Australiaand
her company. SHERNZ ORIGINAL
DESIGNS is already supplying New Zealand
retail outlets such as:

Woolly for You, Parnell, Auckland
Rustic Cabin, Cambridge
Perendale Wool Shop, Wanaka.
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Sherril Jennings
Knitwear Designer 0 Hastings

Sherril C. Jennings
SHERNZ ORIGINAL DESIGNS
P O Box 54
Hastings.
()6 878 9049 Days
()6 876 6662 Evenings
Fax: ()6 876 0800 24 hrs
Left;
Doorways.
Right;
International Flags.
Lower;
Circles.



Peter Maclean
Furniture Maker 0 Hastings

Peter Maclean
704 Ellison Rd

Hastings
Hawkes Bay.
06 878 5277

Top;
Table lkauri), Chair (rim), & Box (mixed).

Centre;
Chest {detail - iarrah}.

Right;
Table & Chair {Totara}.

live in Hastings with my wife Ani and
two young daughters. My workshop is

on an orchard just out oftown.
My furniture looks deceptively simple: [

have spent [2 years working towards this
good

Although [enjoy thefreedom andflexibility
of working towards exhibitions, and exhibit
regularly, my groceries usually comefrom my
clients’ commissionsl [ like the process of
working with them, through their ideas to
concrete designs, and then to the finished
product.

[am committed to makingfurniture which
is well designed, well made and reasonably
priced. [do not want to makefurniture which
is very expensive and/or inaccessible.

[ welcome enquiries but please phone
before visiting, especially on weekends.
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feel [have been a potter/or ever.
It’s been years of very physical work

coupled with the highs and [OWS of success
andfailures. But [ continue to live thisfickle
way oflife giving me adventure, uncertainty,
and a shocking bank balance.

[ produce tableware as an income but
over the last six years the teapot form has
become a seriousfocus ofmine as an abstract
extension to the necessary'fuiic'tir)iiality ofmy
domesticware.

[992 was a great yearfor me. I won the
Hawkes Bay Review Award, and received the
top award for non—functional work at the
Royal Easter Show in Auckland. Then to cap
it ofi‘ QEI] Arts Council agreed to invest a
considerable amount to enable me tofurther
develop the teapot form, to research glazes
and use computer designs.

I have worked with Jacob Scott on three
projects involving decorating andfiring tiles
for the Napier inner city redevelopment in
[99] and 1992. [was responsibleforfiring all
the ceramic content ofPara Matchitt ’s mixed

media sculpture intended for New Zealand
Expo in Seville.

I am presently tutoring part-time at the
Hawkes Bay Polytechnic in wheel thrown
pottery and glaze technology and assist as a
technical advisor. [ 've come to the end ofa
three year term as [1.8. delegatefor the NZ.
Society of Potters.

[ work from a home based studio
surrounded by trees and birdlife and enjoy the
solitude ofcreating alone.

Work is available by contacting me
personally, or at Master Works, Auckland.

Gaeleen Mortey uses a kiln supplied by:
Furnace Engineering (1986 Ltd) --sHoImesnd --
P 0 Box 136 - -
Manurewa
Auckland FURNACE

ENGINEERINGPh 09 267 2661

Hawkes Bay Polytechnic
Supporting the community, providing

quality craft/design education.
Private Bag, Taradale, 06 844 8710

Gaeleen Morley
Potter 0 Taradale

Gaeleen Marley,
3621 Elbourne Street,
Taradale.
06 844 6086
Leif; Dancing Teapots, winner $3000 non-tunctionai
award at NZ Society at Potters - Easter Show, l992.
Right; Dancing Teapots, Auckland Studio Potters
Exhibition, l992.
Photos; Howard Williams.
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D vid Trubridge
Designer/Sculptor 0 Havelock North

David Trubridge
44 Margaret Avenue,

Havelock North,
Hawkes Bay.

Phone: 06 877 4684
Fax: 06 877 4993
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urniture designer/maker and sculptor in
wood for 20 years. Sailor, voyager and

navigator.
“Water people are world people...they

build with wood, tensively, curvilinearly,
triangularly and with utmost efficiency...they
must do ever more with ever less in order to
float...” Buckminster Fuller.

Much of David’s recent work shows a
strong Polynesian influence after his sailing
trips in that area. The results speak from a
direct personal experience — an expression of
all that has been lived and felt before. But they
are also landmarks in a personal growth that
restlessly moves forward.

The nautically inspired designs combine
traditional Polynesian canoe building
techniques with an artist’s sensibilities. The
frameworks for tables and seats are lashed
togetherwith twine forflexible strengthThese
lattice structures display the tensile strength
of a yacht’s rigging. They contain, and are
contrasted to, the slung organic curve of seat/
sail.

The inter—relationship of material, line
and form produces furniture with natural
symmetry, poise and grace, it is both classically
timeless and contemporary. Use of natural
textures indicates a directness and an honesty,
and also a reluctance to run with ephemeral
trends.

David’s creativity also extends beyond
furniture to encompass graphic or colourful
wall sculptures (as seen in National Banks in
Whakatane and Hawkes Bay), and decorative
works such as entrance doors and small boxes.

He has won awards in New Zealand and USA,
and has commissions in England, USA, Hawaii
and Japan, including the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London and the Auckland Museum.

He is represented by the following
galleries:

Statements, Havelock North, Hawkes Bay.
Phone: (06) 877 8020

Textures Gallery, Takapuna, Auckland.
Phone: (09) 486 0877

Perimeter Gallery, 750 North Orleans,
M Chicago, IL 60610, USA. Phone: 312 266 9473

usan Flight. Art Worker. specialises in
applied surface design on fabric (batik.

shibori. silk painting. marbling etc). using
skills arising from herbackground in the fields
of drawing. painting. and printmaking. The
production of original art works may take the
form of wall panels of all sizes. wearables.
design. or book illustration. Commissions are
undertaken.

To give contrast with studio work. as
owner/manager of Omahina Studio. she
designs and tutors mobi le educational packages
which are tutored throughout New Zealand.
and more recently. in Australia. Specific needs
in an related subjects are dealt with — costs on
application.

Omahina Studio has two bases. one on the
Raglan Coast, with an extension in Queensland
which allows for new creative developments
— while maintaining close New Zealand
contacts. Omahina Studio, Raglan is a studio
workshop, developed with the assistance of
QEII Arts Council with facilities in fabric
dyeingetching,design,drawingand painting.

Artists are offered accommodation. time and
space for their own work.

Susan writes of her approach to her work:
I believe no—one can exist happilrfor an)~

periodo/‘tinie wit/1on1 poetry, lore. ('ololtranr/
creativity. It is goozl to design a life allowing
these simple things space. In on/oring my
work and growing with it, [affirm that art is
not a thing, but a way - an exploration that will
more than/ill my life.

Susan Flight' s work can be viewed through
exhibitions at leading galleries or from her
own studio by arrangement.

Susan Flight
Art Worker 0 Raglan

Susan Flight
17 Smith Street.
Raglan.
Phone: ()7 825 7276
or: M.S.3 l6 Neerdic 4570

- Queensland
Australia.
Phone: (006174) 865300
leh‘;
Detail, Baby Born, Mother Ecstatic, Father over the Moon,
silk painting with gutta and Drimilan de, Shaped and
quilted and mounted on Rokkaku kite frame,
l2OO x lAOOmm.
Right;
Dreams are Fishes, silk painting with gutta and Drimilan F
dye. Shaped and quilted and mounted on Rokkaku kite
frame, l200x l400mm.
Photos; Haru Sameshima.
Photo of Susan Flight by V Smith.
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Jeanette Gilbert
Fibre Artist 0 Te Awamutu

Jeanette Gilbert
Toi Road,

R D 2,
Oparau

Te Awamutu.
07 871 0729
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live with my family on our farm at
Hauturu near Kawhia Harbour. Like

many women, 1 did not become active in
“craft/arts ” until my children started school.

In 1984 Ijoined the Waikato Society ofArts
and overa period ofthree years, part—time, did
their Craft Certificate Course which gave me a
sound basis in drawing, design and colour
theory, batik andfabric dyeing. I also attended
many specialist workshops which have set me
on my present course, the most significant
being Symbol, Image, Spirit in 1985 with Carole
Shepheard and New Directions with Inga
Hunterfrom Australia. Myfirst solo exhibition
was a result of encouragement from Inga and
the otherfibre artists in that workshop.

Since then Ihave hadseveraljoint exhibitions
and work in many group exhibitions throughout
NewZealandandhave receivedtwomajorawards.
I990 “Pacesetters ” National Embroidery
Exhibition, 2: Coates Semco Prize; 1991 Crafi‘
Dyers GuildNationalExhibition, IstPrize, Wales
and Mackinlay Silk Award.

I occasionally teach Dyeing and Design,
Paper and Mixed Media workshops.
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Working with my hands is very satisfying and
1 love to combine such things as fabric, fibres,
paper, sticks, found objects, beads, dyes and
stitcherytomakesculpturalpieces. Myenvironment
provides me with many ofmy resources.

Some works are earthy and natural, others
are richly coloured, textured pieces. They all
revolve around my love of my environment, my
interest in ancient cultures and my own personal
development. The work is often quite personal to
me but there is hope too that it will also evoke a
feeling or a kind of recognition in the viewer.

rm
THfl/TA‘RNELt‘léc/‘tfl-Eg/TSHOP

Fine art materials
51 Ponsonby Rd, P O Box 4718—4, Auckland.

Phone/fax 09 379 4976

Craft 'Dyers guihtnf':"[t'w Scallmd Inc
‘1’ 0 '50s: 1.4 85b) One/imam, '
Hue/{land};

fl spent four years studying craft design
and had to decide between fibre and

jewellery. I ended up taking jewellery and
started to look at using braidedfibre to replace
chains with. I then started to braid using silver
wire and to use the braided wire to make
jewellery in its own right using silver.

The braids 1 use are."
(l) Kumihimo Braid (Japanese silk

braiding) which I use sterling silver for. The
braiding is made with a wooden frame with
weights on each element and a centre weight.

(2) Slentre Braid (Danish Braid) in which
I usefine silverfor the braiding with a sterling
silver inner band to strengthen the braid. The
braiding is made by five loops that are
intertwined usingfingers. I have developed a
range of jewellery from neck pieces to
bracelets, earrings, rings and brooches.

[have exhibited a number oftimes. [also
make one—oflpieces. Ihave 12 outlets in New
Zealand which have limited numbers ofpieces.
They also have a catalogue showing my
complete range ofjewellery.

Outlets:
Master Works, York Street, Parnell, Auckland
Compendium Gallery, 49 Victoria Road,
Devonport, Auckland
Auckland Institute and Museum, Auckland
Domain
Adornments, Barton Street, Hamilton
Expressions, Garden Place, Hamilton
Cambridge Country Store, 92 Victoria Street,
Cambridge.
Gallery 242, 242 Heretaunga St, Hastings
Hanne Anderson, [st Floor, Gresham Plaza,
226 Lambton Quay, Wellington
33 1/3 Gallery,9— I 1 Martin Square,Taranaki
Street, Wellington
Antipodes, 1 1 1 Moleswonh Street,Wellington
NZ Jade and Opal Centre, Christchurch Arts
Galleria, 2 Worcester Street, Christchurch
Otago Museum, 419 Great King Street,
Dunedin.

Kim Gilby
Jeweller 0 Hamilton

Kim Gilby
83 Duke Street,
Hamilton.
07 847 8994
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Lynda Harris
Potter ' Hamilton

Lynda Harris
8a Wymer Terrace

Hamilton.
07 854 7248

Top;
Nikau, Puriri, Karaka, small slab raku boxes;

Lower centre;
Nikau, slab t’Ol(U vase.

Right;
Trinket box, bowl and teapot, raku, geometric designs and

copper lustre.

[in l y studio is part ofmy home in Hamilton
which is built on a native tree lined gully

near the river. I have been working with clay
for I 7 years and although I make a range of
earthenware domestic ware slip-decorated in
pastels reminiscent ofMediterranean pottery,
my main interest is in rakufired ceramics.

The smaller raku pieces are thrown and
decorated with abstract patterns in pink, red,
black, white and copper lustre and have a
strong graphic quality.

More recently I have incorporated New
Zealand imagery into the designs which work
particularly successfully on the slab—built
forms. The boxes are decorated with native
flowers or birds and the larger tower or bowl
forms include the images of birds with New
Zealandfoliage and landscapes. l have been
commissioned by various companies and
individuals to incorporate the New Zealand
quality of these pieces with the company ’s
logo to make distinctive gifts for conferences
or overseas visits.
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I enjoy using the strong colours made
possible by rakufiring and these in turn reflect
the intensity of the light and colours of the
Pacific. There is always a risk when submitting
these precisely constructedanddecoratedpots
to the raku fire but when all the elements
combine successfully, the results are
wonderful.

I am a member of the Fire & Form Co-
operative Gallery at Chartwell Square in
Hamilton and this is the main outletfor my
work. I also sell through selected galleries
throughout New Zealand and Art NZ in the
UK. 1 exhibit regularly in national exhibitions
and have participated in numerous group and
solo shows. I have received QEI] Arts Council
grants to allow further exploration of the
potential of raku ceramics.

.‘7 ic Matthews was born in London. and
emigrated with his family to New

Zealand in 1963. He has an honours degree in
design education and a diploma in wood and
metal crafts from Loughborough University
of Technology (UK). He was a high school
teacher of wood and metal crafts in England
and New Zealand for nearly thirty years, but
he has been afull time furniture maker/designer
since 1984. He has been living and working in
Coromandel since 1987.

His designs are strongly influenced by the
Arts and Crafts tradition. and he aims to make
contemporary domestic furniture from solid
hardwoods, with an honest approach to both
the use of materials and forms ofconstruction.
Emphasis is placed on clean lines, fair curves,
and features traditional jointing techniques,
and attempts to make the most of the natural
grain and colour of the timber in conjunction
with fine detailing. He has exhibited his work
widely in New Zealand, and his corporate
commissions include boardroom furniture for

the Taranaki Regional Council, and the Bryant
Trust Building, Hamilton. He made the
Distinguished Visitors” chair for the Senate
Chamber. Australian Parliament Building.
Canberra, and he has work in the Waikato
Museum of Art and History, the Arts Centre,
Christchurch. and the Dowse Art Museum,
Lower Hutt.

His work can be commissioned directly,
or through the following galleries:
Compendium Gallery, 49 Victoria Road,
Devonport, Auckland.
Master Works, 8 York Street, Parnell,
Auckland.
Avid, 48 Victoria Street, Wellington.
Cave Rock Gallery, The Arts Centre,
Christchurch.

Vic Matthews
Furniture Maker/Designer 0 Coromandel

Vic Matthews
Kowhai Drive,
Te Kouma Bay,
Coromandel,
New Zealand.
07 866 8046
Top;
Writing desk in ash - detail.
Lower leh;
Hall chair in ash with maroon leather seat.
Centre;
Side table in American cherry & rosewood.
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Brian Gartside
Ceramic Arlisl/Poller 0 Ramurama

Brian Gartside,
Kern Rd,

Ramarama,
R D 3, Drury.

Studio/showroom in Kern Road,
2km west of the Ramarama

off—ramp on Auckland’s
southern motorway.

09 294 8970

V ivid, expressive images in two and three
dimensions. Striking ceramic art pieces

in semi—abstract and abstract form that refer to
the New Zealand geography and environment
— mixed media ceramic drawing.

- Wall pieces, muralsandsimilarstructures
employing tiles and handbuilt sections.

- A medium range of quality tableware
— bowls, plates, servers.

' Several commissions have been
completed, including works for both NZ Expo
pavilions in Brisbane and Seville. Included in
many exhibitions and collections, both public
and private, in museums, schools and homes,
in New Zealand, Australia, USA, and Europe.

An established artist offering art, design
and craftmanship with reliability, consistency
and quality.
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fl trained as a teacher in the [960s
majoring in painting. Recently I have

been making contetnporaryjewe/letjv —for the
past eight years. For aboutfive oft/zese years
I worked on a collection ofnearly 200 pieces,
brooches and neckpieces, about Hiroshima,
using metal, silverandgoldandoften colouring
the metal with patina. About this time I became
sick with cancerand decided to work in a more
healing mode, using natural materials and
found objects. I havefocused recently on the
Rosegarden, (I spent theftrst 25 years of my
life in Britainl), using it as a metaphorfor the
beautiful andsad moments oflife, particularly
using the rose petals and rose thorn—wood as
the opposite extremes (see photos). 1 am also
working on new neckpieces made from rose
flowers, leaves and rosehips, this time showing
beauty, fecundity and fertility. l have made
Diary Pieces (see photo), marking twigs with
paint and colour to describe events and
moments. They were bundled together so I
could ”carry a week ofmy life on my back”.

My work has changed from being very
wearable to being conceptual work. This may
be being reinforced by thefact that I am now
a student in my second year at Elam School of
FineA rts, where [am specialising in painting.
I am interested in ideas, and working out how
an idea can become a piece of work with a
visual impact with a story behind it.

My work is shown at:
Fluxus in Dunedin,

33 1/3 Gallery in Wellington,
Fingers and Masterworks in Auckland,
Patricia Anderson Gallery in Sydney.

I live in Birkenhead in Auckland and can
be contacted through the Fingers Gallery, 2
Kitchener Street, Auckland.

Joan Atkinson
Jeweller ° Auckland

Joan Atkinson
86 Parkhill Rd
Birkenhead
Auckland 10
09 418 3204
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Chris & Dave Beddek A
Woodturners 0 Auckland

Chris & Dave Beddek,
P O Box 66,
Greenhithe,

Auckland.
()9 413 9154 A/H

Work available at: Textures Gallery,
Takapuna', Art & Soul, Mt Eden; Gallery 16,
Kumeu; Lopdell House, Titirangi;
Compendium Gallery, Devonport;
Expressions Gallery and Waikato Museum
Hamilton; Woodworks Furniture Gallery,
Newtown and soon to be available in a central
gallery in Wellington.

Top; Kauri with coloured rim {wirebrushed} 440 x 75mm
Lower centre; Beech Burr, hollow lrom.250 x 120mm.

Right; Soapstone & kauri, 300 x 75mm.

‘ Textures Craft Galleryt
Hand Crafted N.Z. Woodware Glassware Pottery Furniture

.» , . ' ‘ 3! Wall Hangings Jewellery Wearable Art h

. ur work incorporates both ofour talents.
We enjoy creating a range of

woodturning, .fromfunctional bowls to purely
artisticforms, using mainly native timbers.

All the wood we use is recycled, as we
firmly believe that living trees should be left
standing. The timber comes from demolition
yards, head and stump kauri remnants,
property development, river beds, beaches
andgarden prunings. Dave had been collecting
oddpieces ofwoodforyears andfinally bought
a lathe in [988.

He particularly enjoys the challenge of
turning aforgotten, half rotten piece ofwood
into something that can be appreciatedfor its
inherentbeauty. “Nature is the artist, Iamjust
thepersonpresenting it Dave uses the natural
textures and colours in the wood to create
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individual pieces which stimulate both visual
and tactile sensations.

Chris has always had a deep interest in art
and holds a Bachelor ofArts in Art History.
Herpre erence is to add colour, surface design
and/or natural materials, such as bone, stone,
shell andfibre, to more classically styledplain
wooded pieces to enliven them and create
contrasts.

All pieces are unique, each presenting its
own combination ofform, texture and colour.
Sometimes wefind it difi‘icult to let our work
go as we become intimately involved with its
creation and each represents a part of
ourselves. Ifyou have any specific ideas that
you would like to see expressed in wood we
would be happy to discuss this with you.

81 Hurstmere Rdlfi? '
vTakapuna Auckland
Phone: 09486-0877

m eith Blight has been involved full—time
with ceramics since 1974 after a

background in graphic design.
Early contracts with lkebana people led to

an interest in making containers for that art.
His tall thrown pots and hand built and press
moulded pots are popular here and overseas
and have been used by leading lkebana
demonstrators visiting New Zealand.

Keith Blight’s Impression ofNature slab
pots are valued for lkebana use but they also
Stand on theirown as one—offsculptural pieces.
These unique pots are created by impressing
end wood grains from weathered tree stumps
into the slabs before assembly.

The introduction of a partial accident of
nature is a philosophy that he tries to introduce
into other work with torn or cut clay textures
and free glazing techniques all of which help
relieve his rather formal shapes. Despite his
graphic design background he rarely uses a
brush for decoration.

He has held one man exhibitions in New
Zealand and Sydney and has been in group

shows in many parts ofthe world. His work is
represented in New Zealand embassies in
London, Moscow, Baghdad, Singapore,
Brisbane and Nuku a Falofa.

In 1985 he was awarded the NatwestBeyona’
Craft award, (at that time New Zealand’s top
general craft award) at the New Zealand
Academy of Fine Arts in Wellington for his
Impression ofNature pots. Three Of this series
of pots represented New Zealand at the Pacific
Link exhibition in Vancouver in 1986.

While the impression work is still an
important part of his output, recent work has
included new tape resist techniques and multi-
media works, particularly on wall plaques.
Some of these wall plaques are hanging in
prominent buildings in Auckland such as the
Reserve Bank, Southpac, Westpac, Bank of
New Zealand Officers Association and others.
Tasman Pulp and Paper have Keith Blight’s
work in boardrooms in both Auckland and as
a gift to their associate company in Australia.
Government House, Wellington purchased a
fossil pot in the early 80s
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Keith Blight
Potter 0 Auckland

Keith Blight
Keith Blight Gallery
Great Northern Arcade
Southpac Building
Cnr Queen & Custom Sts
Auckland
09 303 0177
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Peter Collis
Potter 0 Auckland

Peter Collis,
31 Tizard Rd,

Birkenhead,
Auckland.

()9 480 9856

u really enjoy clay, the lifestyle potting
offers, the challenges that occur, the

frustrations and the rewards.
I love the quality that high fired glazes

have and a passion for decoration, whether
brushed, textured or stippled. I'm always
searching for the perfect combination of form
and decoration.

My work is available from my studio and
otheroutlets andgalleries—enquiries welcome.

erg/W WESTERN
POTTERS
SUPPLIES

For all our materials and e ui ment
Central address:
Unit 4/433 Linwood Ave, Mt Al-
bert, Auckland.
P O Box 60126, Titirangi, Auckland 7.
Ph 09 815 1513
Fax 09 815 1515
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have been working with stone since I 977.
a, Initially my work was predominantly

made in nephrite, jade and other indigenous
New Zealand stones such as argillite, basalt,
greywaeke and jasper. In the past few years
the size oft work has increased, a change
mmle possible by a new workshop and the use
ofgranite and marble.

I am interested in commissioned works:
amulets and small sculptures injade, argillite,
glass and copper, and on a largerscale interior
and exterior sculpture in granite, marble and
glass.

Currently my work is available from the
following galleries:
Fingers, Auckland
Master Works, Auckland
Avid, Wellington
Merilyn Savill, Wellington
Cave Rock, Christchurch
Fluxus, Dunedin.

New work will be exhibited at the Dowse
Art Museum, Lower Hutt in January and
February, 1993.

-.

0

John Edgar
Stone Carver 0 Auckland

John Edgar
P O Box 21495
Auckland 8.
Fax/Phone: ()9 812 8555
Top;
Slate Compressor. slate, glass, wooden box, 450 x MO x
lOOmm,
left;
Disc, nephrite jade, 80mm diam.
Centre;
Karekare, nephrite jade, l50x 700mm.
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Fingers Contemporary Jewellery
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Jewellery Co-operalive 0 Auckland

Fingers Contemporary Jewellery,
2 Kitchener St,

Auckland 1 .
()9 373 3974

Top lett;
Paua Fish Bangle, Alan Preston.

Right;
Gingko Necklace, silver & niobium, Ruth Baird.

Lower Leit,‘
Rangitoto Heart, scoria, paint, silver, Warwick Freeman.

Lower centre;
Sun in the Night Sky, brooch, Paul Annear.

Lower right;
Athene Amulet, silver, copper wire, gold leal, Andrea

Daly.
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ingers, as a co—operative partnership of
six to eight practising jewellers, has

been operating since 1974.
Currently representing 35 makers from

around Aotearoa, Fingers displays and sells a
diverse range of contemporary jewellery. An
ongoing programme of exhibitions, solo,
group, and theme, ensures that exciting new
developments from the artists are continually
being shown in the gallery. The variety of
styles exhibited reflects personal responses to
life in Aotearoa and its place in the Pacific,
using both contemporary and traditional
jewellery approaches to techniques and
materials.

fl am aged 46 years, married to a school
teacher, and we have three children. My

workshop is in the basement of the family
home in Birkenhead, Auckland. My
woodturning is, by choice, a part time
occupation. l have messed about with wood
for at least the past 20 years, butfor the past
nine years have seriously been turning wood
and developing my own style.

I am almost exclusively aface plate turner,
making bowls, platters, boxes, hollow forms.
[ wasflntunate in being selectedfor the Crafts
Council ofNZ Index in 1989.

My primary interest is to produce simple,
uncomplicated shapes, 1 call them “pure
forms which draw the viewers eye, and then
their hand.

Wood is a touching thing. I seek perfection
first in the simplicity ofform, pureness of
curve and balance ofproportion — but I want
you to want topick it up. Your-hands can “see ”
what your eyes sometimes can ’t. Lastly, I want
to expose these naturalfeatures ofthe wood in
a way that satisfies the eye ofthe viewer.

Woodturner 0 Auckland

I believe that wood can be seen not only as Ian Fish
a utensil, but also as a substancefrom which Woodturner
art objects can be made — art that you can 18c Roseberry Avenue,
touch, feel, hold, smell, look at, or even put a Birkenhead
salad in. Auckland.

My range includes: small tourist pieces, 09 418 1312
gifisfor overseas travellers, salad bowls, thin
wall and one—offbusiness house presentation
pieces. All pieces come boxed with simple
instructions for care.

My work is available through galleries
throughout New Zealand or by contacting me
at home — evenings preferred please. I do
invite visitors to my studio where I also teach
and demonstrate, but please phone first.
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Matarena George
Tivaevae Maker 0 Manukau

Matarena George,
c/—KAAT Trust,
East Tamaki Rd,

Otara,
Manukau.

()9 274 5945
Left;

Tiare Maori Tivaevae, casement cotton and embroidery
thread, 2600 x 2090mm.

Right;
Chrysanthemum Tivaevae Manu.

Lower;
Tivaevae Taorei (detail).
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M atarena George was born in the Cook
Islands and grew up in the Puka Puka

group, where the main craft was weaving
mats. It wasn’t until she moved to Rarotonga
that she learned to make tivaevae by watching
and working with the women there. It was a
craft she fell in love with and her natural flair
for designing became evident when she cut
her first pattern in 1951, a skill mastered by
only a few.

Tivaevae making itself requires a
knowledge ofmany different traditions ~ there
are five different styles, with tivaevae manu
and tivaevae taorei being the styles featured in
her latest work.

George moved to New Zealand in 1958 and
is presently involved in running the Kuki Airani
Angaanga Tupuna Trust (KAAT) in Otara,
Manukau. KAAT is a group of Cook Island
women involved with maintaining the arts and
crafts oftheirpeople. Workingwithyoung women,
especially those who are unskilled, the courses
aim to develop self—confidence and self—worth
through cultural awareness. In doing this, they

also promote understandingofk Island crafts.
especially to those New Zealand born, of Cook
Islanddescent, togivethemasenseofidentity,and
through craft, learn history, legends and protocol.

The Trust runs a creche, and teaches
tivaevae work, crochet, basket weaving and
machining skills, and encourages the young
people to take up careers using these skills.

The Fisher Gallery is involved in
promoting a greater understanding of multi—
cultural art and craft in the Manukau area. In
1989 the gallery hosted a major exhibition
featuring tivaevae quilts and their place in
Pacific quiltmaking history. PACIFIC
THREADS featured many of the quilts made
through the KAAT programme, and the Gallery
continues to be involved with and supportive
of their work.

FISHER GALLERY 1
CONTINUALLY CHANGING EXHIBITIONS

OF NEW ZEALAND FINE CRAFT AND ART
13 REEVES RD, P 0 BOX 51222, PAKURANGA, 09 576 9999 ,

u make large scale wall pieces and
installations/assemblages, using cloth

(main ly canvas), and handmadepaper. Smaller
work is in mixed media artist 's books. I work
the surface, employing a number ofprint and
textural techniques along with traditional
African/Indian paste and dye methods. When
steel is included, the surface is similarly
worked. I have a great interest in block-printed,
indigenousfolk textiles, researching these on
visits to Indonesia, India, and Nepal.

My work is to do with meaning andmyth. We,
as humans, make myth by imposing and investing
meanings — as the contemporary mythologist,
Joseph Campbell said, “Meaning (myth) defends
us from the madhouse". My myth encompasses
theformalandspiritualconnections Isee between
the endlessunfolding ridges in a barren Mongolian
landscape; the echoing repetition ofsand—ridges
formed by waves; the manmade map—marks ofa
fortified Maori Pa site; the repeated lines of a
barcode and silicon chip; the morphological
repetition that distinguishes a fingerprint; the
ancient, mysterious drawings ofa labyrinth. To

me, these are emblems, clues - the marks of the
Earth, oflife, oftime, ofexistence. Animals, asfar
as we know, are not concerned with such things.
To be human is to seek the clues and invent the
stories, the theories that name and extend our
perception.

I am currently building a fully equipped
studio, for working in and teaching both
papermaking and textile art. This incorporates
a hydraulic press built with the assistance of
QEII Arts Council grant, awarded 1992.

1991: Diploma in Craft Design (Fibre),
Carrington Polytechnic

1992: Completing B.A. degree in Art
History and Anthropology.

I990: Award for Innovative Work in 3rd
National Exhibition of Craft Dyers Guild
of NZ, Waikato Museum of A11 and History.

1992: October, Art in Craft Exhibition,
Academy of Fine Arts, Wellington.

1992: October, Association of Women
Artists Exhibition, Outreach Gallery, Auckland.

1993: February 8, Oedipus Rex Gallery,
Auckland, with glass artist, AlenaTaken—McCallum.

Jude Graveson
Fibre Artist 0 Auckland

Jude Graveson
Home and Studio
I 1 Francis Street
Grey Lynn,
Auckland.
09 376 4249
Leh,‘
Identity (detail), l992, paste printed, discharge dyed,
canvas, l500x l800mm.
Top right;
Forensic Scratch ll, award winner, l99l, Waikato
Museum, screenprint/paste/dye, discharge dye, canves &
steel, l800 x 2800mm,
Lower;
Imprints, i991, handmade woodpulp paper/embossed
paste printed and dyed, steel grids, i730 x l620mm.
Jude Graveson: ”My hands bear the traditional Mehendi
marks that Indian women wear on festive occasions - done
with red henna squeezed lrom a 'corn' at paper, rolled
from a square ol paper. "
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Jeannette Green
Fibre Artist 0 Auckland

Jeannette Green, Feltworks Studio,
15 Woodfern Cres, Titirangi

Auckland 7.09 817 8579
Top; Free To Choose (detail), commissioned for Kubla Ross

Seminar Centre, Virginia, USA. 1800 x 1000mm.
Lower centre; Free To Choose.

Right; 0 Why Lament its Fall, rain cloak, wool, mohair,
silk, felt, l025 x 2250mm.

Aka’rere Woolcraf’r
Taupo Bay, Mangonui, Northland

Marion & Ralph Logi
09 630 0433

Carrington
Polytechnic

Carrington Road, Mt Albert, Auckland.
Ph 09 849 4180 Fax 09 849 4375

New Zealand Spinning, Weaving and Woolcrufts Society Inc

Secretary:
. . ll Raleigh St,
. N o r th c o t e ,

Auckland 9.

[.1 ver many years I ’ve developer] skills as a
teacher, researcher, designer, exhibitor,

stitcher, dyer, spinner, weaverJabric constructor
and fabric manipulator. I utilise all these
experiences as a tutor in the Design School at
Carringtori Polytechnic and in my own studio,
Feltworks, and have tutored workshops around
New Zealand and in Australia.

These two rolesprovide a working lifestyle
as a selfkupporting artist and tutor. Asfibre
tutor in the Design School, I work with first
year students and those working towards a
diploma in 3 Dimensional Design.

Since 199/ Feltworks Studio has been
based at my Titirangi studio home. I ofier
weekend workshops in paper making andfelt
making and continuing programmesfor those
wishing to extend their skills.

After researching the very long tradition
through history and taking the most
appropriate of these traditional techniques I
have developeda style representing something
uniquely New Zealand using the very best of
fine wools. I have developed fast, eflicient
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techniques and mypassion is to produce objects
of quality in design from these excellent
materials. A QEI] Arts Council grant to travel
to the 4th lntermztional Felt Workshop in
Hungary provided the opportimity to share
with felt makers around the world.

I have developed a series offelt objects,
hats, boots, jackets, functional and unique
through the Lise ofcolour, texture, and stitching
available through the studio andfrom selected
craft outlets.

Larger sculptural wall pieces are offered
for exhibition or on commission

An active involvement with the New
Zealand Spinners, Weavers and Woolcraft
Society (NZSWWS) as a national tutor,
recently involved the making of “Noah to the
Nineties”, a video for feltmakers. Available:
V. Leggett, 12 Whitby St, Dunedin ($39.95 +
$4 postage).

Feltworks Studio welcomes visitors.
Telephone first. A range of feltmaking and
spinning fibres are available. For groups
visiting demonstrations can be arranged.

C hristine’s love oforiginal, rare materials
has taken her all over the world; quests

to Mexico, New Zealand, Florida and Finland
have honed her eye for perfect asymmetry and
inspired the sophisticated contrasts which form
her hallmark.

Every piece is personally handmade. No
metals are acquired in anything but their raw
form, neither setting nor polishing is entrusted
to others, and the only casting she practises is
to produce a basic six inch nail of lSct gold
from which to roll or draw the sheet or wire she
requires.

A design may start with a gemstone, a
fossil or a sketched shape; it may take its
inspiration from light, volume, or contrast.
Whether bold or delicate, in gold or silver,
each piece is built and shaped with saw, pliers
and the traditional but all too rare mouth—
blown soldering torch, a more responsive and
personal tool than its modern electric
counterpart.

Christine’ s unique ability is to capture the
spirit, that deep “Dragon’s Fire”, of an

individual gemstone, embellishing and
enhancing its beauty by original and startling
surrounds and backgrounds. Different
materials evolve different styles: compare her
work using fragments from the razed Berlin
Wall — itself an overwhelming personal
influence — with the primeval qualities of the
joyful “Spirit of New Zealand” Collection.

Such attention to detail contributes to the
flexibility ofChristine’s talent. With a variety
of techniques quite literally at her fingertips,
her imagination can run riot, unrestrained by
everything except a refreshing sense of
practicality; asymmetry abounds, but her rings
remain comfortable, her earpieces light enough
to wear all day.

Indeed, no two pieces conform; each, like
a painting, a sculpture, a poem or a symphony,
draws strength from many sources: physical,
emotional, temporal. The result, like all true
art, is a beginning and an end in itself.

(Written by Ric Cooper)

Christine Hafermalz-Wheeler
Goldsmith 0 Auckland

'4

Christine Hafermalz- Wheeler,
P O Box 105 282,
Auckland Central.
(or contact through
Master Works Gallery
09 309 5843)

Top;
Sunrise, brooch, Munsteiner Agate, Diamond.
Left;
Rings, Mexican Opals, Diamonds, 750/000 gold.
Centre;
Necklace, Munsteiner Agate, Opal, Diamond.
Photo oi Christine Hafermalz-Wheeler by Michael A Court
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Kevin Higgins/Denis Brunton
Windchime Makers 0 Auckland
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. esignersandmakersofWindspellchimes.
Kevin is a musician and designer

currently employed as a teacher of design and
graphics. Denis is a woodturner and co—
designer of the chimes.

Design of the Windchimes:
The chimes are simple in appearance yet

theirdesign fulfils an exacting range ofcriteria.
They must be tuned perfectly. The tuning
begins with a mathematical formula to
calculate the length and diameter of the pipes,
but further fine~tuning is required to produce
a tone that is perfect.

The chimes also need to be durable as they
are generally placed outdoors. This is ensured
by powder—coating, not anodising the pipes
and in fact gold—plating one ofthe models. The
cords used to suspend the pipes are UV
resistant. The timber is treated with a mixture
of waxes to preserve its beauty. Instructions
are given as to the occasional care required so
the wood remains protected from the elements.

Each individual part is the result of
numerous prototypes to select the most

pleasing shape and the wooden parts are
individually hand—turned from beautiful
recycled native kauri.

Range and Availability:
The chimes come in three sizes. The

smallest and medium sizes feature a range of
musical notes and come in a range of tasteful
colours.

The prestige model is over one metre long
and the pipes are 24 carat gold-plated. This
model has been used very effectively in
building foyers and courtyards requiring a
distinctive feature.

Currently the chimes are retailed in three
Touchstone shops in Auckland (at Victoria
Park Market; Lorne Street, Auckland, and
Hurstmere Road, Takapuna) and also at Heart
and Soul in Hamilton and Antipodes in Mount
Maunganui.

Wholesale enquires should go to Sally
Higgins, Box 52168 Auckland 3.
Phone 09 373 2901.

love building up a surface texture with
my hands. Processes which produce this

such as glueing, painting, wrapping, and
stitching, holdfizscination and excitementfor
me. Pastels, acrylics, oils, graphite delight me
with the way they build up a colour surface.
My focus tends to be on the New Zealand
landscape and women’s issues.

Cathy Kenkel, a mixed media craft artist,
has been exhibiting since 1986, and her work
is held in collections in New Zealand and
overseas. She has a Craft Design Diploma
from Carrington Polytechnic (Auckland 1990).

Her current work is mostly in papier-
maché. She also uses processes such as felting,
paper—making, screen printing, quilting, copper
plating, and incorporates plastic, wire, wax,
paint, copper, stones etc as required. Recent
pieces include papier—maché containers and
bowls. She also makes collage cards for special
occasions; commissioned works; paintings and
drawings; and relief in mixed media.

She is involved in:
° Craft Art Marketing. Art Pursuit is an
organisation which focuses on sourcing and
installing New Zealand craft art for clients
which range from business houses to schools,
professional premises and private interests.
- Teaching. She has taught both art and craft
to children and adults for the last four years.
0 Writing for Craft NZ and the Association
for Women Artists.
- Arts Development. Cathy has been involved
with arranging exhibitions and publicity. She
is currently a member of the Association of
Women Artists policy group and the Titirangi
Community Arts Council.

Her work is available from selected craft
galleries and bookshops, through exhibitions
and commissions, and the Art Pursuit network.
She holds an “open studio” week each year
during the first week of December.

\

Cathy Kenkel
Mixed Media Craft Artist ' Auckland

Cathy Kenkel
Studio address:
7A Bishop Street,
Green Bay,
Auckland.
09 827 1972
Art Pursuit,
P O Box 60 193,
Titirangi,
Auckland.
Ph/Fax 09 817 3828.
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Rosemarie McClay
Potter 0 Auckland

I osemarie McClay currently works in
handbuilt earthenware with brightly

coloured glazes, over a white or terracotta
body. A regular exhibitor since 1974, her
more recent work develops aspects and
attitudes gleaned through ten years’ experience
in high—fired and mid—range porcelain ware.

Using botanical and indigenous fauna
images, Rosemarie’s work has developed a
pictorial style of applied decoration and
distinctively bright colours. Her works resonate
on many levels. Before 1987, her porcelain
pots were decorated with clear, simple figures,
several millimetres thick, applied to the outside.
After the bisque firing, these pots were fired
again for each base, enamel and lustre glaze.

Rosemarie shifted to earthenware in 1987.
Apart from being more energy efficient to
create, these are more sophisticated in their
design - quoting colours and forms from mass
produced ceramics and using flora and fauna
to involve the viewer in a sardonic but light
hearted view of the world. Recent work
conveys a humorous message on contemporary
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events. For example Jug for Dracunculis
Vulgaris celebrates the first four magnificent
flowers produced by Rosemarie’s lily plants,
whilst alluding to that late, great lily grower,
Sir Robert Muldoon.

Rosemarie produces a range of smaller,
reasonably priced pieces which are her “bread
and butter”. These are for sale through retail
outlets like Carls of
St Heliers and
Lopdell House
Craft Shop. Both
the smaller pieces
through to medium
range vessels and
vases are all one of a
kindThesealsooften
have several firings
and glaze appli4
cations for particular
effects. The more
idiosyncratic studio
pieces are kept for
exhibition Ewen HOUSE, CNR TITIRANGI & 5TH TITIRANGI Ros,

PO BOX 60-109 TITIRANGI. PH 09 817 8087

exhibitions of contemporary art & craft art

Lopdell House Craftshop

fine new zealand craft

Rosemarie McClay, 461 Scenic Drive,
Waiatarua, Auckland 7. O9 814 9834

Inquiries regarding work in progress and
special requests are welcome (telephone first).
Top left; Dinorisama. Photo; Auckland City Art Gallery.
Right; Homivorous. Photo; Howard Williams.
lower left; Forbidden Fruits. Photo; lopdell Gallery,

LOPDELL GALLERY

E yrocello is a concept reconciling people
wit/1 the universe. “Gyro " is the

gyroscope symbolising physical laws. “Cello "
is a cello body similiar to a human torso and
also full of resonance. A sculpture I have
made contains a cello 's body wit/1 a gyroscope
mounted inside.

[make motlumentalfitrniture as an act of
confirmation ofnature 'spower. Theforces of
nature are the origin of us and our lives, yet
modern urban people are increasingly isolated

.from it. My large sculptures express myfeelings
of awe, respect, gratitude, and faith in, the
huge natural sustaining energies available to
us. I would like to see one of my pieces in
around 2290 (A.D.) when they will have the
beautiful patina ofage. In Europe antiquity is
an integral to life. Cultural evolution exposed
as the strength ofa castle or the joy of an
ancient garden.

In Aotearoa our past is revealed in wind
sculpted rocks and mountains, in the incessant
turbulance of'clouds and sea. 1 want to speak
with this dialect so rich in natural forms, my

work is seeded by these energies. The uncurling
ofa shell, the crystal liquid I/lows oj’a strong
river. We must listen to the ancient stories as
told by diverse tongues, to discern the way of
the future. For technology is always only
secondary to the idea.

gflfickflalle'
@rentifiv Ari (52111e
350 Queen, Auckland.
(Opposite Town Hall)

Ph 09 379 4388, fax 09 528 5830.

THE VAULT

CNR IIIGH S'I' & VULCAN LANE
AUCKLAND

CNR LAMBTON QUAY a WILLIS ST
WELLINGTON

Peter Brierley Millman, BFA
Mixed Media Craft Artist 0 Auckland

Peter Brierley Millman
GYROCELLO STUDIO
9 Woontons Lane
Titirangi
Auckland.
09 849 3766
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Glass Artist 0 Auckland

Garry Nash,
Sunbeam Glassworks,

70 MacKelvie St
Ponsonby,
Auckland.

09 376 2744
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E arry Nash’s exciting and original glass
works have been stirring the national

and international art community during the 14
years he has worked in this medium. By
invitation he was guest instructor at the
Australian Glass Society Conference in 1989,
and at the Japanese Fuji River Craft Centre in
1990.

He has exhibited widely in New Zealand,
the United States of America, and Japan. His
work is now represented in major public
collections — amongst these, the Smithsonian
Institute in Washington DC and the Auckland
Museum, New Zealand.

Garry owns and operates Sunbeam
Glassworks in Auckland. One of the major
glass studios in the Pacific region, Sunbeam
specialises in all aspects of glass forming,
from glass making through blowing, cutting,
polishing, grinding and decorating. Garry is
also involved in training craftspeople in this
highly skilled discipline. Sunbeam produces
its own high quality semi—crystal glass —
primarily from New Zealand raw materials.

U nique art works by commission.
Designer bindings. Fine craft bindings.

Restoration and repair. Tuition in marbling
and bookbinding. Recycled Paper Books.
Marbled Books and Stationery. “Old Age”
and “Dark Age” Books. “The Diary”.

In these dark times our situation is not
unlike that which William Morris faced some
hundredyears ago in an industralisedEngland.
He put the question that ifa manfound coal in
the back ofhis garden would he go on digging
it up until he put his children to work in the
mine itselfand transformed his garden into a
factory ’s dingy slah heap?Andyethe said this
is what we are doing to our country.

In contrast to the soulless commodities
spawned by the consumer age, I see the Hand
Made Books made in my Bindery in Saint
Benedicts Street as Sacred Objects. I use only
thefinestAcidfree or New Zealand Recycled
papers in all my books. Sheets arefolded and
sewn by Hand. All subsequent actions are
carried out with hand tools some dating back
to the Cloisters ofSaint Benedict in the Dark

Ages. The Cambridge Bindingfor instance is
bound in period style ofthe mid Seventeenth
Century. No operation used in 1650 has been
omitted now. Given a little care and attention
one may expect some three orfour hundred
years of use from such a book.

Variant Bindings available at Wholesale
Prices from
City Workshops, 32 St Benedict’s St, P O Box
8933, Symonds St, Auckland.
Hours2—6mh2093099546 Home: 09 846 1379.

Or from Selected Retailers:
Compendium Gallery, 49 Victoria Rd,
Devonport
Out of New Zealand, Queens Arcade,
Auckland 1
From N to Z, Victoria Park Market, Auckland
Master Works Gallery, 8 York Street, Parnell
Standard Issue, 22—24 Kitchener St, Auckland
Time Out, 432 Mt Eden Road, Mt Eden
In Vogue, 758 Pollen Street, Thames
The Kiwi Shop, 326 Tinakori Road, Wellington
Crafts Council Gallery, Otago Museum, Dunedin
An'elBookshop,420xfordSt,Paddington, Sydney.

Michael O'Brien
Bookbinder ' Auckland

Michael O'Brien
Bookbinder,
City Workshops,
32 St Benedict’s St,
P O Box 8933,
Symonds St,
Auckland.
09 309 9546
Top
"Dark Age " Swamp Kauri Books.
Left;
Recycled Books.
Centre;
mi. Century Cambridge Binding.
Photos; Martin Schdnzei.
Photo of Michael O'Brien by Simon Young.
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Joltn Parker
Potter/Designer 0 Auckland

have always made things. As an only
child my early resourcefulpassions were

for chemistry sets, puppetry, homemade
museums and conjuring tricks.

After the usual dabblings with a high
school drama club, theatre interests gave way
to an abortive attempt at a Science Degree
which led to the accidental discovery of my
other great passion, pottery.

I originally began as a primary school
teacher. Iwentto London in I 973 to study at the
prestigious Royal College ofArt and in [975
graduated with an M.A. Degree in Ceramics.

My passion for movies led to being film
criticforAuckland’s METRO magazine since
its inception.

I was Head of Design with Theatre
Corporate for three years from 1984 and
joinedMercury Theatre as Resident Designer
in 1987.

I subscribe to the WELL ROUNDED
AESTHETIC ideal, I guess. All the things I do
seem to relate. They are all visual. They all

concern the drama of reactions to shape and
colour and arrangement.

Freelancing since 1990, the highlight has
been designing the new International touring
version of CHESS — the musical in 1992.

[n 199], with helpfrom QEII, Imounteda
solo show in collaboration with lighting
designer Tim Dowson at Master Works
Gallery. The primarily textured white pieces
were treated to a changing theatricality of
sequenced coloured lighting effects, For me it
was a successful marriage ofall my interests.
I make no distinction between them, whether
working on a monthly magazine copy, a theatre
piece or an exhibition of ceramics, there are
the same pressures and unalterable deadlines.
The same themesflow through your work and
the same processes ofstylisation, fine tuning
and attention to detail apply. The adrenalin
rush on publication dates, at exhibition
openings and onfirst nights arejust the same.
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John Parker
61 Bush Rd
Oratia
Auckland
Ph/fax 09 814 9506

SOUTHERN
CLAYS

Makers of the Abbotts range of clays
P 0 BOX 6323, DUNEDIN,

Ph/Fax 03 477 6229.
Hours 9 am - 12 Noon, 1pm - 5pm,

Monday to Friday

A deep love of leather commits me totally
to show by example that leather can be

accepted as an innovative contemporary art
form.

Marie, 1988.
Marie is affectionately known as the

“leather lady”. Ten years ago she held her first
exhibition Beyond Bags and Belts.

This really sums up her approach to leather.
She is well known for pushing the medium far
beyond accepted boundaries.

Due to her tenacity and commitment she
has pioneered the acceptance of leather as an
art form in New Zealand. In doing so, Marie
has gained many outstanding achievements.

Marie achieved a Diploma of Textile Art
with distinction at Whitecliffe College of Art
and Design in 1985. 1986 and 1987 saw her
structuring and tutoring a fibre art course. She
has run many workshops throughout New
Zealand and tutors privately from her home
studio.

Since 1989 Marie has had international
recognition ofher contemporary baskets, being

included in Basketry Round Up [99] a USA
basketry publication.

Marie has been the National Director of
the Association of NZ. Leatherworkers and
Editor of Leather Artisan since 1989.

She is an invited artist member of the
Academy of Fine Arts where her work is
exhibited often. Her works can also be viewed
at Master Works Gallery and Compendium
Gallery, Auckland, and Cave Rock Gallery,
Christchurch.

Wit

Marie Potter
Leather Artisan 0 Auckland

Marie Potter
Home/Studio
44 Clifton Road,
Takapuna,
Auckland.
09 486 3480
Fax: 09 377 5173
Leh‘,‘
The Pioneer, dress art, permanent collection, Auckland
Museum.
Right; Contemporary Basketry, i 991, 350 x 275mm.
Photo; Howard Williams.
Lower; The Voyage, 1992, 275x 125mm. Photo; Howard
Williams.
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Louise Purvis
Multi Media Craft Artist 0 Auckland

Louise Purvis
l9 Walmer Rd

Pt Chevalier
Auckland

09 849 4323
Top;

Moon Horse, bronze, 199].
Lower centre;

Encapsulation, mixed metal, 7992,
Right;

mixed metal, 1992,
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ou is a multi-media craft artist working
in a variety of media including bone,

stone, metal, clay and more recently, plastic
and “found” objects. While still in the early
stagesofhercareershehasbeenacknowledged
as having an intuitive grasp ofform and a high
level of commitment and dedication to her
work.

Lou continually looks to acquire and
master new skills, showing adaptability and
inventiveness in her approach, and enjoyment
in the continual learning this involves.

Her work often reveals a whimsical
humour and a wry approach to life. She
explores the inter—relationships between the
animal and human worlds, and works to
political themes which have personal
relevance

Hawkes Bay Craft Design Certificate
1988—89

Waiariki Craft Design Diploma 1989—90
Work is available from Master Works,

Auckland and the Bowen Galleries,
Wellington.

A fiergraduatingfrom the Elam School of
FineArts, Auckland University, in 1980,

I spent thefollowing nine years blowing glass
at Sunbeam Glassworks for my primary
income. In my spare time 1 developeda process
for the casting of large glass vessels. In 1981
I left the blowing studio in orderto concentrate
fully on my cast work.

The process I use, “lost wax casting”,
originates from my student work in bronze
casting. I cast up to 45 kg pieces, mainly bowls
and vases, but some solid sculptural forms
too. At times 1 cast several units that lock
together, as a means ofachieving a size that
stands comfortably in a large interior space,
or in an outside garden site. I currently use a
30% lead crystal made for me by a New
Zealand glassworks. 1 do favour the bowl,
finding the exploration of itsform a source of
challenge and satisfaction.

The pieces thatlam developing atpresent
are a direct development oftheflve pieces that
travelled to Seville, to be part of “Treasures
From The Underworld”, a wonderful

exhibition ofmainly ceramics that was mounted
as part ofNew Zealand 's Expo pavilion.

I work in my own studio on the West Coast
of Auckland surrounded by the energy of
regenerating kauriforest. Within New Zealand
1 market via exhibition, commission andMaster
Works Gallery, Auckland. A steady interest
from Japan, Australia and the USA seems to
be growing, but my preference is to see my
work as much as possible enjoyed in my own
country. Apartfrom anything else, I get to see
it again.

My work can be seen in New Zealand at
the Auckland Museum, The Rotorua Museum,
Lower Hutt’s - Dowse Art Museum, The
National Museum of New Zealand in
Wellington and the Wairarapa Museum,

Ann Robinson
Gloss Artist 0 Auckland

Ann Robinson
P O Box 21495
Henderson,
Auckland.
Ph/fax 09 812 8555
left;
Nikaus, 870 x 220mm, 34kg, photo John Pettit
Right;
Blue Peace Bowl, 240 x 420mm, 24kg, photo; Ray Foster.
Lower;
Antipodeon Bowl, 300 x 470mm, 45kg, photo, Ray Foster.
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Mixed Media Artist, Craft Writer 0 Auckland

Helen Schamroth
59 Queen Street,

Northcote,
Auckland 9.
()9 418 2348

Top;
Impressions (detail), Park Royal Hotel, Wellington, l990,

perforated powder-coated aluminium, video tape, painted
silk, acrylic medium, glass cane, assorted wire.

Photo; Michael Smythe.
Lower centre;

Water’s Edge, Hewlett Packard oltice, Auckland, l992,
stainless steel, brass, extruded fibreglass, painted canvas,
acrylic medium, copper, electrical tape, found materials.

Photo; Howard Williams.
Right;

Shelter l, private collection, W92, knitted copper wire,
titanium, granite.

Photo; Howard Williams.

em in Poland, raised and educated in
Australia, including School of

Architecture, Melbourne University, moved
to Auckland in 1968. Attended Penland School
of Crafts 1982.

1 work in mixed media, primarily infibre»
based techniques like knitting, stitching,
wrapping and knotting. the materials varying
from traditionalfibres andfound materials to
industrial materials, often metals in thefm‘m
of wire and mesh. The processes honour
traditional “women's work", and my work
explores symbolically my personal history
and culture, as well as making commentaries
about my environment. My work alternates
between small works with delicate details and
large sculptural installations.

Commissions include a sculptural
installation for Hewlett Packard in their
Auckland office (1992), and six wall works
for the Park Royal Hotel Wellington (1990).

Main gallery outlet is Master Works,
Parnell (Auckland).
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Exhibited widelythroughoutwZealand
in over 60 invited and selected exhibitions,
had 8 solo, collaborative and 3—person
exhibitions, and has been selected for
exhibitions in Australia, Canada and Japan.

1992 exhibitions include k3t0g. Master
Works,Auckland(3 person show),Marksand
Milestones, Outreach (Asssociation of
Women Artists), Threadworks, Robert
McDougall Gallery, Christchurch (selected).
Nga Kaupapa Here Aho - Fibre Interface,
Te Taumata Gallery, Auckland.

Several awards received individually and
collaboratively.

Craft reviewer for NZ Herald, and has
written commissioned articles about craft for
periodicals in New Zealand. Australia.
Germany.

Organised and conducted the Craft
Writers‘ Weekend, Auckland in 1992. Gives
lectures and workshops.

Co—curator of Nga Kaupapa Here Aho -
Fibre Interface, a bi—cultural fibre exhibition
at Te Taumata Gallery, Auckland 1992.

n the early sixties, Louisa Simons was in
Manly, Sydney, dipping waxed Thai silk

into buckets of brilliant dyes. That was at the
beginning ofa freelance fashion career which was
tocontinue fortwenty five years. Herinvolvement
was total...initial garment design concept. surface
design and decoration of the fabrics, cutting of the
patterns and cloth, construction ofthe garments as
well as sales and marketing in New Zealand,
Europe and the USA.

Itwas duringthose years thatherrepertoire
of technical skills was accumulated: batik,
shibori, fabric painting, beading, embroidery,
interlacing, knitting, quilting, applique,
papermaking and soft sculpture.

In 1987 she exhibited her first fibre
artworks, which drew on many of these
techniques, especially shibori, to explore two-
dimensional conceptual/narrative statements.
This was a turning point in her career. Perhaps
inevitably, she left the fashion world behind
and committed herself totally to her artistic
research, experimentation and expression.

A NZ—Japan Educational Purposes Study
Grant followed, enabling her to spend time in

Japan furthering her research into shibori,
indigo dyeing and contemporary Japanese
work in fibre. She returned to NZ and took up
an Artist—in—Residence position at Waikato
Polytechnic for I988. Since then she has
developed an international lifestyle which
enables her to devote time to personal studies
and studio work as well as tutoring workshops
in New Zealand and abroad.

Louisa has a unique approach to working
with students, which has grown out of her own
personal enquiry and approach to creative work.
She first explores the dynamics of creative
processes with them to facilitate the growth of
ideas and inspiration. Outofthis activity comes
the direction the workshop will take...students
may engage in a personal, independent work,
or the group may decide to create a combined
work or installation. In eitherevent, the technical
explorations inter—weave with the creative vision
as a process rather than the production of
‘artworks‘ for their own sake.

Louisa Simons
Fibre Artist 0 Auckland

Louisa Simons
NZ: C/— NZ Post
Limehills
Southland
Europe: Villa Loveno
Route des Aranda—Bois
Buchillon CH—l 164
Switzerland
Louisa accepts private commissions, as well
as exhibiting regularly. Her works are held in
both public and private collection in New
Zealand USA, Switzerland and England, and
have appeared in US Fiberarts Design Books
111 and IV.
Top;
An I for an Eye (detail), dyed and painted silk, shirring,
laminating, multi-media.
Lower lelt,
Stained Glass Morning (detail), painted silk, shirring.
Centre;
Fan {detail} shibori dyeing, smocking, multi-media
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Ailie Snow
Knitter 0 Auckland

Ailie Snow
23 Woodside Cres

St Heliers
Auckland.

09 575 7394
Top left;

Rhythm Remains, I992.
Right;

Sea Cloak, l992.

P O Box 100 299, Auckland 10
Phone/Fax 0-9-479 2043
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A ilie is a designer who has developed
knitting to a degree where it has become

a medium for expression, gathering her
inspiration from music, nature, architecture
and art. A huge range ofcolourful and lustrous
yarns function as an art palate from which she
creates luxurious and individual garments,
each made unique by colour, texture and
pattern.

In 10 years of exhibiting locally and
nationally she has become a regular recipient
of major awards.

Ailie’ 5 experience, enthusiasm and affinity
for her craft are readily communicated to
others in lectures and workshops throughout
New Zealand. Participants become excited by
the possibilities as they are helped through the
experience of expressing their own visions.
They see the options opening up as Ailie
expounds her ideas about the structuring of
garments; a common sense approach that is
very different from the conventional. The
ability to get people fired up and enthusiastic
about new ideas, and the confidence she gives

them to experiment with technique and design
are proof of a great rapport with both people
and the fibre medium. Ailie offers insights and
information which she has gained from years
of experience and experimentations, from her
search for novel solutions to problems as they
arise and from her desire to continually
improve.

Ailie’s work is available through
exhibitions, and she sometimes accepts
commissions, working closely with the client
in the choice of colours and textures.

Her workshops, which are normally
limited to 15 participants are usually arranged
by personal contact from local woolcraft
groups or other interested organisations.

This entry is supported by the fine French
yarns of Army Blatt which Ailie loves to use.

T he first art work that interested me at
school was snatched away by a

disapproving teacher/...This introduced me
to the power ofcomics. Cartooning and comics
still influence my work and my interest in the
graphic use ofmetal explains my enthusiastic
membership of the New Zealand
Contemporary Medallion Group.

On a larger scale, my bronze sculptures
reflect my inner city environment: body
language andgesture, defined by an interplay
ofplanes and surfaces.

1 was born in Christchurch, New Zealand
in [946 and educated at the University of
Canterbury, University of Auckland, Lapis
Lazuli School ofSilversmithing andArtworks
Studio Foundry. I have exhibited widely; in
group exhibitions in Finland and the United
Kingdom; and 12 solo exhibitions in New
Zealand between 1978—1992. I curated
Medallions ‘9] at the CSA Gallery in
Christchurch.

Although currently afull—time jeweller/
sculptor, [am also a qualified teacher. I have
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taught science and art at secondary level and
jewellery and sculpture at tertiary level.

The edge of Banks Peninsula, next to a
pocketofbush, was my childhood environment.
This, together with frequent spells at French
Pass (family roots) established theflora and
fauna ootearoa as a major source area of
my art. I have developed a range of native
flower rings in silver. The design—work for
these was both demanding and satisfying. The
engraved originals, from which the castings
are taken, now belong to theAuck/andMuseum.

My main outlets are Fingers, Ferner
Gallery and Master Works in Auckland; Cave
Rock and Salamander Galleries in
Christchurch; Expressions in Hamilton and
the Open Eye Gallery in Edinburgh.

lam availableforprivate tutoring at my
workshop in Ponsonby.
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Wallace Sutherland
Jeweller/Sculptor 0 Auckland

Wallace Sutherland
24 Hepburn Street,
Ponsonby,
Auckland 1.
09 378 4827



Anne Tunniclif e
Fabric Artist 0 Auckland

Anne Tunnieliffe
l/4 Kelly Street

Mt Eden
Auckland 3.

Home 09 631 5571
Studio 09 576 8258
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orn 1942 at Ngaruawahia. Raised on a
South Auckland farm then spent25 years

in Sumner, Christchurch, and now live in Mt
Eden, Auckland.

For many years attended numerous classes
in drawing, printmaking, photography and
also workshops in dyeing and fibre arts. Gained
bursary art at Hagley High School,
Christchurch as an adult student. Exhibited
work in C.S.A., Christchurch and with the
Association of Women Artists, Auckland.

This year completed a large silk
wallhanging commissioned by the
ChristchurchPolytechnic celebrating women’s
health. At present working on a private
commission plus a piece for an Auckland
Dental Centre. Have recently been approached
by Christchurch Women’s Hospital concerning
another commission.

The wallhangings work on two levels with
interesting sculptural forms and vibrant colours
for immediate impact while closer scrutiny
reveals a multitude of meaningful images
allowing the work to be accessible to a wide

audience. The large scale colourful works are
designed to complement architectural spaces.

Silk holds a special fascination for me and
Ienjoyexploitingits specialqualitiesincluding
the lustre and translucence ofthe fabric and its
amazing ability to absorb dyes and produce
vibrant colours. The weightlessness of the
finer silks have the potential to allow
windblown movementwhich adds an exciting
extra dimension to the art work.

CLAYS
GLAZES

CHEMICALS
STONEWARE STAINS

AND MORE
everything for the potter at:

CCG INDUSTRIES LTD
1 33 Crowhurst St, Newmarket, Auckland

Ph 09 524 9758, fax 09 522 0635
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8.30am - 5pm

.l‘I undamentally, I need to make things. I
get enormous pleasure and satisfaction

from working with clay and making pots.
Why clay and not some other material?

Tools distance the handsfrom most materials,
but clay is real hands-on-stnfif ..hands-in—stnfif.
It is intrinsically sensuous and responsive.
Hence its appeal.

[enjoy knowing that my work is used in the
daily domestic rituals offood ofiferea’ and time
shared, but I am also interested in the idea of
the vessel as a sculptural statement.

Work available at:
Albany Village Pottery Auckland.
Master Works Gallery, Auckland.
Avid, Wellington.
Cave Rock Gallery, Christchurch.

Merilyn Wiseman
Potter 0 Auckland

Merilyn Wiseman,
Haighs Access Rd,
R D 2,
Albany,
Auckland.
()9 473 0432
Top;
Rough Diamond, 500 x 500mm.
Lower;
Rough Diamond, 650 x 650mm.
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Peter Oxborough
Artist/Potter 0 Warkworth

Peter Oxborough
Te Kapa Studio

25 Young St
R D 2

Warkworth
09 425 5264

Top; Debris, lapstrake iorm, terracotta, bronze,

copper, wood, libre, 500 x 300 x 70mm.
lower centre; Brough's Tops'l, terracotta, wood,

copper, fibre, 450 x 900mm.
Right, Cargoes, Taupo, low-tired stoneware, wood,

silver, fibre, found objects, 650 x 150mm

.MONIER
PROUDLY SPONSORING

NEW ZEALAND
ART AND CRAFT

live and work on the Te Kapa estuary,
I 7km east of Warkworth on the coast.

We came to this location in 1983 and built a
house and pottery.

Five years ago I began making more
sculptural items that reflect my interest in my
environment, the seas, the beach and sailing
boats — oldand new. Thesepieces often include
found items that I collect when out sailing.
Last year I built a wood—fired kiln again,
having built one in I976 when I lived and
worked at Kaipara Flats. I continue to make
stoneware domestic pottery using two gas
fired kilns and an electric kiln.

I started making pottery in [968 afier
attending a night class at Rangitoto College.
Pottery has enabled me to work where and
when I will and to express the creative side of
myself. I enjoy the contact with like—minded
people in the two co-operatives I am involved
with — Albany Village Pottery and The
Warkworth Craft Gallery — both ofwhich I am
afounder member. I won a merit award in the
FletcherBrownbuiltPottery Exhibition in I 980
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and received a QEII Arts Council major
creative development grant in 1990.

I work with my partner, Helen Johnson.
We share three children, Debbie, Dean and
John. We love sailing and so does our dog,
Rewa.

Founder member Albany Village Pottery
and Warkworth CrafiGallery. Work available
at those outlets.

Selected items also available at
Masterworks Gallery, Auckland, and Cave
Rock Gallery, Christchurch.

A;

T hreads are my medium
Colours and shapes my language

Movements, transparencies, lights and
shadows arefeelings ofthe rules in my life.

Catrina Sutter was born in Biel,
Switzerland, in 1955. She received formal
training as a hand—weaver in Switzerland.
During her two—year full time apprenticeship,
she acquired a wide range of weaving skills,
textile techniques and a knowledge ofdifferent
materials. This was a thorough basic training
which she further extended by learning new
techniques and the use of new materials
whenever she had the opportunity.

When she first set up her own studio, she
was working on commissions with wool and
silk, mainly large flat pieces to be used as
bedspreads, blankets and curtains, some of
them handspun and dyed with plants.
Meanwhile she started to experiment with
tapestry and in the last three years she produced
a series of pictures using white or fine natural
linen or silk as her basic material. The finished
pieces are rich in surprises and exhibit the kind

”x... 1'
,4. 3.7 " .' 1.3» my

‘I'Ifirearm.
of honest craftsmanship that never hides the
process behind decorative obfuscation. At the
same time, her work is highly decorative, a
happy mix of subtle suggestion and
straightforward use of materials.

I getmy ideasfrom dreams, surroundings,
everyday experiences. I also like to be
challenged by other people. I like to do
commissions and dive into somebody else ’s
dreams and visions.

Between exhibitions in Nelson,
Wellington, Auckland, Whangarei and
Russell, she works on commissions often
producing whole sets ofcurtains, wall hangings
and rugs for a single order. Her orders come
from far and wide and she has satisfied
customers in the US, Canada, Australia, Spain
and New Zealand. With two decades of
intensive weaving work behind her, she enjoys
the hard—eamed virtuosity needed to juggle
various materials and techniques.

Her work is on display in The Entrance Craft
Shop and the Bank ofNew Zealand in Russell and in
various galleries and exhibitions in the North Island.

Catrina Sutter
Textile Artist ' Russell

Catrina Sutter,
Florence Avenue,
Russell.
09 403 7247
Top;
Can I Join You There?
Lower left;
Give Peace a Chance.
Centre;
Muroroa.
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RichardT’arker
Potter 0 Kaeo

Richard Parker
Omaunu Rd

R D 2
Kaeo

09 405 036]
Top leit;

Vase, turquoise, height 200mm.
Photo; Julia Brooke-White.

Right;
Vase, splashed pattern, height Im.

Photo; Richard Parker.
Lower Ieit,’

Richard Parker.
Photo; Wendy Laurenson.

E ottery, being one of the most elemental
of crafts, was really very easy to fall

into. It must be at once the easiest and the most
difiicult ofdisciplines requiring decisions in a
multitude ofareas before admitting a large
part to chance to complete the process.

[always considermyselfa domesticpotte r.
Even the things that don ’Iappear to have a use
are working constantly, having been designed
positively to help decode the confusing but
very exciting signals ofthe modern world. The
shapes, symbols, patterns and even the gaps
between the shapes are all intended to be
conducive to growth and repair.

However, I am also interested in an area
our instincts acknowledge, that the real poets
know, recognising when our hackles rise, the
area Robert Graves described as being
“between delight and horror”. It is an area I

feel we knew more about before we became
obsessed with logic and Christianity.

Appropriateness of technology is
increasingly important and whether it is new
technology or ancient doesn’t bother me. But
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[ notice a quality in many old pots that is not
present in most modern work and I feel it
justifies searching back as well asforwardfor
the resources to restore some of that ancient
vigour.

SOUTHERN
CLAYS

Makers of the Abbotts range of clays
P 0 BOX 6323, DUNEDIN,

Ph/Fax 03 477 6229.
Hours 9 am - 12 Noon, 1pm - 5pm,

Monday to Friday

NEW ZEALAND STUDIO HANDCRAFTS
BILL AND PAULINE STEPHEN DIRECTORS
CERAMICS - STUDIO GLASS - JEWELLERY

POTTERY - WOODWARE
SILK - WEAVING

WE SPECIALISE IN ONE-OFF N,Z.
STUDIO CRAFTS

OUR NEW LOCATION IS
111 MOLESWORTH ST

WELLINGTON, N.Z.

TELEPHONE: (04) 473 1090

THE VAULT
AUCKLAND'S MOST INSPIRED
DESIGN OUTLET NOW OPEN
IN CENTRAL WELLINGTON

CNR HIGH ST & VULCAN LANE
AUCKLAND

CNR LAMBTON QUAY & WILLIS ST
WELLINGTON

VI
GA

0632 28491: GALLERY
0632 28461: ANNE POWELL

GALLERY DIRECTOR
State Highway One Huntcrville

I,-

Aotea Gallery
For a unique piece of Fine New Zealand Croft

Created from Wood, Clay, Bone, or N Z Jade
18 Monukou Rd, Epsom, Auckland.

Phone (09) 520 0075. P O Box 9224. Newmcirket

CAVE ROCK GALLERY
Open 7 days

FINE NEW ZEALAND CRAFTWORKS

O
SALAMANDER GALLERY

Open 7 days
ORIGINAL PRINTS, LITHOGRAPHS, ETCHINGS

and
WORKS ON PAPER

The Arts Centre Christchurch O3 365 1634

TE TAUMATA ART GALLERY

fete
Traditional and Contemporary

Craft and Fine Art

NGA PUNA WAIHANGA
N Z Maori Artists Society Incorporated - Tamaki Makauarau
Finance Plaza, Level 3, Victoria St, Auckland.
P O Box 68 372, Auckland 2. Ph/Fax 09 358 0608

CONTEMPORARY ART

1 8:
/ JEWELLERY

or by appointment (04) 384—6346 A/H 801-5077

9—41 Martin Sq. (off Toronoki St.) Wellington

FISHER GALLERY

CONTINUALLY CHANGING
EXHIBITIONS OF FINE

NEW ZEALAND CRAFI' AND ART.

13 REEVES RD, PO BOX 51222, PAKURANGA, PH 09 576 9999



Contemporary Art Glass
OLA & MARIE HOGLUND
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Glassblowing studio in the Craft Habitat complex,
P.O.Box 3065, Richmond,
Nelson.
Ph 03 544 6500

Sunbeam Glassworks
Glass by Garry Nash

Open seven days at
70 MacKelvie Street,
Ponsonby, Auckland
Phone 09 3762 744

SOUTH ST
GALLERY

10 NILE STREET
NELSON
Fine pots

from Nelson.

Recent work;
Carl Vendelbosch

New Zealand
designer

Jewellery
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Capital on the Quay
Lambion Quay, Wellington

Telephone 04 4712 SH
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PO'ITERY 8c WOODWORK
The Gallery is a co—operative which presents a wide variety

of functional pots, contemporary work and sculptural
pieces made in the Waikato We also feature monthly

exhibitions in all media from invited craft artists.

CHARTWELL SQUARE HAMILTON N.Z. PH 07 854 8333


